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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 1.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Trina Lynskey
Member to reply:

The Mayor
Question

What are Lewisham Council's plans for the section of redundant road on Staunton
Street, Evelyn Ward? Is the Council aware that this large disused piece of prime real
estate in zone 2 is regularly used to park abandoned cars and fly tipping? How much
did Lewisham Council make from the sale of the corner housing office? Is the
Council aware that the owners of Evelyn Hall are looking to submit another planning
application to build flats on their land on Staunton Street (previous application
DC/17/104014)? In the absence of a master plan for the Evelyn Ward, are there any
plans to consolidate land around disused roads in the Evelyn Ward to provide much
needed housing, green space and opportunities to design out poor quality public
space? Does the Council recognise that the lack of a master plan for the Evelyn
Ward results in poor quality understanding of the opportunities available to improve
the public realm?
Reply
The Council does not have any immediate plans for this particular site. However, we
regularly review our assets and landholdings to explore how their use can be
improved and benefit the local community.

The land in question, believed to be Diana Close, is managed by Lewisham Homes.
Lewisham Homes deal with fly-tipping on this land and are aware of the issue, and
are exploring actions to reduce it. They are not aware of reports of abandoned
vehicles.
According to our historical records, the Council did not own Evelyn Hall when it was
last sold in 2006, and there are no records to suggest the Council has had any
recent ownership of the building or land. However, we regularly review opportunities
for new social homes as part of our commitment to tackle the housing crisis.
A planning application has been received at Evelyn Hall (reference DC/18/110165)
and remains undetermined. 9 objections have been received and the case will be
determined a future planning committee.
The planning service work collaboratively across the service and with other council
departments and local communities to ensure a consistency in approach and to
develop a wider understanding of the issues in these areas and on the delivery of
projects.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 2.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Dianne Johnson
Member to reply:

Councillor Dromey

Question
Can the Council advise on why we have such a large amount of pawnbroker shops,
Betting shops/Turf Accountants and hire purchase shops in the Lewisham borough?
Particularly in the Lewisham and Catford areas. Do you agree that we are lacking
more entrepreneurs and corporate organisations for the young people in the borough
to aspire to? When it comes to seeking work experience in the borough other than
Lewisham council and estate agents what options are available to them? What
incentives are Lewisham Council offering to organisations?

Reply
Despite the Government’s austerity agenda, we are determined to build an economy
that works for the many in Lewisham, with thriving high streets and town centres
providing high quality employment opportunities.

Types of shops in the borough
The types of retail uses within a certain area often reflect wider market conditions as
well as local. The growth of these uses reflect what has happened nationally; over the
past 10-20 years the uses described above have increased in numbers across the
country, replacing more traditional types of retail. There are particular concentrations
of these types of businesses in areas with higher levels of deprivation, like Lewisham.
The powers of local authorities to constrain the growth of these types of businesses
are relatively limited. The Council supports greater powers to prevent the clustering of
such businesses which can fuel problem gambling and problem debt. In April 2019,
the Government introduced stricter regulation of Fixed-odds betting terminals, as a
result, the number of betting shops on High Streets across the country is expected to
reduce.
Are we lacking more entrepreneurs and corporate organisations for the young people
to aspire to?
Lewisham is the borough of enterprise, with many fantastic entrepreneurs for our
young people to look up to and emulate. 91% of Lewisham business units are micro
business with fewer than 10 employees. This is higher than the London average of
87.3% and higher than that of other south London boroughs. Lewisham has a higher
proportion of business that are sole proprietors (14.9%) than the London average of
10.9%. The proportion of sole proprietor business is also higher than that of any of our
London boroughs. Finally, the number of business units in Lewisham has grown
rapidly in recent years, increasing by more than 50% since 2011. This is faster than
growth in London as a whole and faster than most of the London boroughs. (figures
from the Lewisham Local Economic Assessment 2018)
We are determined to support entrepreneurs locally to set up a business and provide
high quality employment opportunities. We are proud to be one of the first Creative
Enterprise
Zones
in
London.
The
Shapes
Lewisham
website
(https://www.shapeslewisham.co.uk/) provides information on activity within the
creative and digital sector in New Cross and Deptford which young people could aspire
to. The website also includes information on jobs and other opportunities that may be
of interest to residents, including young people.
What options are available to young people seeking work experience?
There are a range of options for young people seeking work experience opportunities
in Lewisham. The Lewisham Education Business Partnership supports the raising of
achievement, motivation, confidence and abilities of young people in Lewisham to help
them prepare for education, employment, training or progression to higher education.
The team work with employers and schools to develop skills for the world of work. The
team achieve this through a range of activities, including work experience and Careers
education, information, advice and guidance (CEIAG). The team work with a range of
employers and businesses to provide young people with a rewarding and realistic
introduction to the world of work. This offer is available at Key Stage 4 (aged 14-16)
and Key Stage 5 (aged 16-18). The work experience programme is offered at:
 Key Stage 4: one or two week placements;
 Post-16: block and extended Work Experience placements.

In addition to the opportunities provided through the Education Business Partnership,
the following are other options available to young people seeking work experience.
They include the following:











Lewisham Construction Hub – this Hub provides young people with work
experience, apprenticeships and job opportunities on our development sites as
well as opportunities in the construction industry across London
http://www.lewishamconstructionhub.co.uk/
The Building Hope Academy – This construction academy in Bellingham brings
together Barnado’s and Saint Gobain providing young people leaving care to
develop skills and gain access to further training, work experience or
employment in the construction sector
Mayors Apprenticeship Programme – this programme provides residents with
opportunities earn whilst learning by gaining academic qualifications whilst
doing
paid
work
experience
https://lewisham.gov.uk/mayorandcouncil/counciljobs/apprentices/find-anapprenticeship
We are developing a new programme called “Lewisham Creative Careers” with
Lewisham Education Arts Network (LEAN) through the Creative Enterprise
Zone which aims to provide careers guidance and work experience
opportunities for young people into the creative industries
Work and Health Programme – Young people who are not in employment and
are looking for work experience as a route into employment can get help from
the Work and Health Programme. Information on how to access support for this
programme is available through the Work Coach at their Job Centre
Through volunteering – young people are able to gain experience for work
through taking part in volunteering. Lewisham Local provides a programme of
volunteering
activities
for
young
people:
https://www.lewishamlocal.com/young-peoples-volunteering/

What incentives are Lewisham Council offering organisations?
Lewisham Council offers a number of incentives to support our local businesses. With
particular reference to entrepreneurship and work experience opportunities, the
Council does the following: Lewisham Apprenticeship and Workforce Development Policy – the Council is
able to transfer its unspent apprenticeship levy funds to help small and medium
sized organisations to develop their existing workforce and/or recruit
apprentices. This fund can be used to meet the costs of apprenticeship training:
-https://lewisham.gov.uk/articles/news/new--fund-unveiled-to-boostapprenticeship-opportunities
 European Regional Development Fund DeK Programme – this programme
provides small business owners based in London with free expert advice and
practical support to help them steer their businesses towards growth. The
support includes workshops and mentoring and is available to residents of all
age
 For young people with a business idea looking to start up the Council is offering
a programme called “Start-ups in London Libraries” (SiLL) that is designed to
help aspiring entrepreneurs gain the skills, information and knowledge to build



a viable business https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/libraries/free-businessstart-up-course-for-entrepreneurs
DeK – The Council is supporting start-ups and small businesses by offering
affordable co-working and office spaces for hire at the Catford and Ladywell
DeKs:https://lewisham.gov.uk/articles/news/temporary-co-working-andbusiness-space-for-hire-at-dek
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 3.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Mary McGeown
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

The introduction of food waste collection in 2017 in Lewisham is a positive step in
the right direction, although households in purpose built flats and above commercial
premises are still waiting to be included in this scheme. As someone who lives above
a shop and keen to recycle/cut waste I am particularly interested in this.
1) When do the Council think they will extend the scheme to include these
households?
Lewisham’s own consultation on recycling in Autumn 2015 showed that of those that
responded, 94.13% (5,515) felt that it was important/very important that we try to
recycle more.
Separating and selling paper collected may be a way for cash strapped Lewisham
Council to make some money from waste.
2) Do the Council have any plans to or thoughts about how they might implement
such a scheme, and where has it been successfully implemented before?

Reply
Q1)

The food waste collection service was introduced in October 2017 to kerbside
properties (excluding those on red routes, a network of major roads in
London). The service will be extended in a phased manner, we are currently
working on extending the collections to kerbside properties on red routes.
Following the successful implementation of the collection service to red routes
we will look at providing collections to purpose built flats, estates and flats
above shops. We decided to take a phased approach to ensure that we were
able to provide a high quality service to kerbside properties before focusing
our attention on purpose built flats and flats above shops.
We typically see higher levels of contamination with flats and it is important
that we provide a food waste collection that minimises the risks of
contamination. We also need to make sure we provide adequate disposal
systems that work efficiently for our residents and for our crews. We need
time to investigate and trial potential waste disposal facilities before we roll out
the food waste collections to flats and flats above shops. We aim for this to
take place by May 2020.

Q2)

We currently have no plans to implement a separate paper and cardboard
collection service.
As part of EU Waste Framework Directive we have a responsibility to ensure
that we dispose of waste that maximises opportunities for recovery. Where
possible local authorities should collect recyclable material separately to
maximise the quality of recycling. As part of this framework we undertook a
TEEP assessment where we looked at if it was Technically, Economically and
Environmentally Practicable to collect recyclable material streams separately.
Our assessment indicated that as long as a high performing MRF was in
place for our recycling contract it was not necessary to offer separate material
collections to achieve a high quality recycling output. Economically it was not
deemed practicable to offer separate collections as the costs involved were
excessive compared to available budget.
Our current recycling contract allows Lewisham to receive an income based
on the basket value of the materials that are brought into the MRF.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 4.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Julia Webb
Member to reply:

Councillor Bonavia
Question

It is almost impossible to keep informed, as meetings and their agendas go up
extremely late, and draft minutes don't appear for months. I still have not found any
way of accessing supplementary questions or responses, months after a council
meeting. I would like to repeat my request for streaming meetings online, so we can
all know what is going on. While we wait for this to be arranged, though, it is really
important that the website is kept current.
Why does it prove impossible to get answers to basic questions, which should be
available instantly at the click of the button? If Lewisham doesn't already know the
answer to these questions, do you accept it is a complete indictment of the Council's
incompetence, demonstrating carelessness over many years?
Reply

Agendas should always be available on the Council’s website 5 clear working days
before any given meeting. If you have any specific examples to report please provide
Council officers with full details and your concerns will be investigated.
I note your views on the streaming of meetings online. In line with the recent Local
Democracy Review’s recommendations, efforts are currently being made to enable
the webcasting of Council meetings. Accordingly, a series of tests have taken place
in recent weeks. The tests have identified a number of technical issues but these do
appear to have been resolved with the most recent test on 10 July proving to be a
success. Following a final appraisal of the outcome of the trial, I anticipate live
streaming will become a reality for Council meetings in the Autumn.
Finally, although I cannot comment without knowing the specific instances behind
your concern, the Council is striving to ensure that it is making information it holds
more accessible. The massive cut to the Council’s staff numbers by around half
since Government austerity cuts to councils began in 2010 has made it more difficult
to provide services, including answering queries in a full and timely manner. That
said, we are exploring ways in which the Council can better use technology to foster
an “open data” approach as recommended by the Local Democracy Review, and I
expect to see some helpful changes in the near future.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 5.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Andrea Carey
Member to reply:

Councillor Bonavia
Question

Given that there were no opposition councillors on Lewisham Council until very
recently, and that the public through public questions are the only means of
independent monitoring, scrutiny and evaluation of the Council, will the Council
consider extending the current time of 30 minutes given to the public at the full
Council meetings to at least an hour to ensure that everyone who asks a question
has time allocated to enable them to ask a supplementary question? At the last
Council public questions session the session was stopped at less than half way
through the public questions due to the current time restriction. Does the cabinet
member agree with me that this is hardly open democracy?
Reply
The issue of the length of time allocated to public questions at Full Council was
considered by the recent Local Democracy Review, which decided that 30 minutes is
a fair and reasonable time limit given (1) public questions form one of many items of
business on the Full Council agenda and (2) every public question receives a written
answer in advance of a Full Council meeting: the time allocated during the meeting is
for any supplementary questions. Questioners are of course welcome to follow up in
writing as well.

Also, I do not agree accept that Council public question time is the only means of
independent monitoring, scrutiny and evaluation of the Council. Councillors are readily
accessible at their regular surgeries and at Local Assembly meetings. Additionally the
Mayor has launched an extensive programme of public question times in every ward
across the borough.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 6.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019
Question asked by: Raymond Woolford
Member to reply:

Councillor Bell
Question

In light of the National disgust at the rise of Poor Doors that clearly discriminate
against people on low incomes and the segregation of children’s play areas by
private developments for purely economic reasons. Will the Council pass a motion
stating publicly that this Council will not allow Poor Doors or segregated play areas in
this borough and that the Council’s planning department will make this clear to all
development applications to insure hard working Councillors are not hood winked or
mislead into supporting such proposals as has happened with 1 Creekside Deptford.
Reply
The Council does not support ‘poor doors’ or segregated play areas and are happy
to state this publically. Planning policy already requires that public and private
housing should be designed to be tenure blind and officers use this to ensure that
schemes meet this standard. All planning policies are agreed at Full Council.
It is not correct that 1 Creekside has a ‘poor door’ or segregated play area. In this
scheme, the amenity podium will be shared tenure and there is a planning condition
to secure this, ensuring that the space is accessible irrespective of tenure.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 7.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Mary McKernan
Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

How much Community Infrastructure Levy and Section 106 money has been
generated by developments in Forest Hill ward in the last 10 years. How much of this
income was nominated for Health Services? And how much of this CIL and S.106
money was actually spent in Forest Hill Ward, both in total and specifically on Health
Care? Of any Health Care allocation, how much was spent on GP services and
where was it spent?
Reply
Since 2009 the council has collected approximately £622,000 in S106 obligations in
Forest Hill. Of this, approximately £74,000 has been received for healthcare in 2018.
This amount has not yet been spent, and Lewisham Council in partnership with the
Lewisham Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) are working to allocate S106
healthcare sums on priority projects in the borough. S106 allocations in the ward
have been spent on a temporary accommodation and supported living project, as
well as on a Controlled Parking Zone.

In Forest Hill, approximately £39,000 has been collected in CIL. The Council has not
spent any CIL amounts at present, and is in the process of developing infrastructure
evidence as part of the new Local Plan to guide decisions on spending.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 8.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Barnham

Question
Standards of Lewisham Secondary School - Lewisham has the worst permanent
Exclusions in comparison to other London Boroughs
It's a shame that Lewisham school secondary school exclusions remain the highest
in comparison the London Boroughs.
Early intervention is key to tackling exclusions. As a parent I've noticed that other
boroughs have commissioned early intervention programmes such as 1) quality
mentoring programmes for young people at risk of school exclusion also 2) parent
workshops. However Lewisham Council does not have these.
Please can someone advise currently what early intervention programmes youth at
risk of permanent school exclusion Lewisham has in place?
What are the programmes commissioned by Lewisham with contact details where
young people at risk of exclusion and parents can be referred to get support?

Also are there any plans to commission such parent support and quality mentoring
programmes with expected implementation timelines?

Reply
Permanent exclusion from school is a serious sanction, which should be used only
as a last resort. Only the headteacher of a school can exclude a child and this must
be on disciplinary grounds. The decision to permanently exclude a child should only
be taken:
 in response to a serious breach or persistent breaches of the school's
behaviour policy; and
 where allowing the child to remain in school would seriously harm the
education or welfare of the child or others.
Permanent exclusions have unfortunately increased nationally in recent years. But
Lewisham has bucked this trend. In 2015/16 there were 78 permanent exclusions.
This was reduced to 63 in 2016/17, following an initial review. In 2017/18 this was
reduced again to 43. This brought Lewisham more into line with England, London
and Inner London averages. We anticipate a further significant decrease this
academic year following the range of initiatives introduced to prevent and reduce
permanent exclusions.

Heads and teachers in our schools work hard to prevent children having to be
excluded. The work to reduce exclusions reflects a strong political commitment in the
Mayor’s manifesto and the Council’s Corporate Plan. In addition, the Children and
Young People’s Select Committee concluded an in-depth review of exclusions,
which involved meeting young people and also organisations representing black
parents. This generated a large set of very helpful recommendations which are due
to be reported to Mayor and Cabinet in September.

The decrease in the number of exclusions over the last 2-3 years is a result of:












raising the awareness of the impact of exclusions with headteachers and
governors
taking a more collaborative approach to reducing permanent exclusions across
the Lewisham community
investigating best practice in other local authorities
considering a wider range of alternatives to permanent exclusion
reviewing the work of the Lewisham Outreach Service which provides early
support for children with behavioural issues
providing more challenge, by local authority officers, to headteachers to prevent
permanent exclusions.
revised Lewisham Fair Access Protocols
revised Offensive Weapons Protocol
Expanding and enhancing the range of early intervention programmes offered to
children and young people by schools and the local authority, which includes
intervention programmes at Abbey Manor College and other alternative provision.
Commissioning Youth First to work with a range of children young people (many
of whom may be at risk of exclusion) through positive activities.
Encouraging individual schools to commission a range of intervention
programmes, such as Urban Synergy, Place to Be and Youth First.

We are determined to continue the work with schools to keep things moving in a
positive direction. Our next steps will be to review the effectiveness of early
intervention and prevention activities that are be offered to children and young
people at risk of exclusion, consider how these can be enhanced and develop a
proactive approach to supporting children and young people facing social, emotional
and mental health challenges in schools.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 9.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Georgia Smith
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres

Question
Is the Mayor aware that Lewisham ranks 26th out of the 33 London boroughs for
parking revenue? Illegal parking, including parking on pavements and double yellow
lines, is endemic in the north of the borough and commercial repairs are freely
conducted on public highways across Evelyn Ward.
How many Penalty Charge Notices did Lewisham Council issue in Evelyn Ward in
January, February and March 2019 for?



Pavement parking; and
Parking on double yellow lines.



And how many untaxed, uninsured, unroadworthy (without MOT) have
Lewisham removed from public highways in Evelyn Ward?

Reply

There are a multitude of different factors that impact on the parking revenue in a
borough so it is difficult to make like for like comparisons. For example, it will depend
on the number of red routes, the amount of highway with restrictions in place, the
number of controlled parking zones, the number of monitored junctions, the car
parking charges and the number of car parks.
The following Penalty Charge Notices were issued between January and March 2019
in Evelyn ward:
Pavement parking – 79 Penalty Charge Notices
Double yellow lines – 542 Penalty Charge Notices were issued for yellow line
offences (the same code is used for both single and double yellow line so we
are unable to separate)
The Council removed 190 vehicles as untaxed using DVLA devolved powers between
January and March 2019. The Council does not hold this information by ward.
Uninsured vehicles and those without MOT are a Police matter and the Council has
no power to enforce.
The Council has not removed any abandoned vehicles from the public highway in the
last three months.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 10.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Patricia Richardson
Member to reply:

Councillor De Ryk
Question

A recent answer to my question to Council (Ref. 2973065) stated that, "This use of
reserves is not directly repayable by any particular service although the council will
seek to replenish its reserves in due course, again this is standard across all types of
businesses.
All Council departments are expected to operate within the budgets that are agreed
by elected members with any under or overspend positions monitored and reported
corporately."
The answer was in relation to the £450,000 required saving from the Library Service
budget for 2019/20, which ended up being underpinned by the Reserves budget. In
addition the Mayor and Cabinet took the advice of officers on the Feasibility Study
Report (26th June 2019.)
Clearly the Reserves cannot be expected to continue such underpinning so how
does the council expect to save the £450,000 in the coming financial year 2020/21
and beyond?
Is the issue to be on the agenda in September when the council will begin planning
for the 2020/21 budget? Are there any new ideas?

Reply

The Library Services cut of £450k for 2020/21 was withdrawn. The Mayor and Cabinet
(M&C) decision of the 21 November 2018 was:
• COM11 – This cut is withdrawn and officers asked to undertake a feasibility study
of redeveloping Lewisham Library to be brought back to Mayor and Cabinet as
part of the 2020-2021 budget.
As you note, this feasibility work for a 2020/21 decision has been undertaken and a
report on the conclusion of that review was presented to M&C on the 26 June 2019.
The original cut proposal has not been built into the preparations for the 2020/21
budget and the requirement to find this saving has therefore been added back to the
cuts target, £12m for 2020/21, for the libraries service or other services to find in a
different way.
Work to progress identifying further service cuts is underway and scheduled to be
presented for scrutiny to Councillors in September 2019 as part of the 2020/21 budget
build process. Following scrutiny, these proposals will go to the 30 October 2019 M&C
meeting.
The formal 2019/20 budget will be presented to Council in February 2020 once the
local government settlement and other components required to build the budget are
known.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 11.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: David de Silva Pereira
Member to reply:

The Mayor
Question

Please could the council confirm that they will never proceed with the CPO with
regards to the grounds at Millwall FC?
Reply

In my first week as Mayor of Lewisham, I wrote to Millwall Football Club and Renewal
to bring all parties together to work out a way forward for the site. This has resulted in
positive and constructive discussions and these discussions are ongoing. My priority
is delivering a high level of social homes, retaining plans for a new train station and
ensuring Millwall Football Club remains in Lewisham.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 12.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Roger Stocker
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

Please supply a breakdown of projects, over £20000, the 2017/18. 2018/19 and
2019/20 Local Implementation Plan funding was spent on, showing amounts and
project description
Reply

2017/2018 (actual spend)
See link for description of schemes
http://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/ieDecisionDetails.aspx?AIId=15043

Dartmouth Road North - PED Improvements

£1,090,221.87

Manor Lane ( Fernbrook to Leahurst)

£383,115.40

Sangley Rd/Sandhurst Rd Neighbourhood

£264,552.39

Air Quality MAQF2 Contribution

£21,852.59

Bus Stop Accessibility

£41,153.57

Local Cycling Improvements

£54,635.13

Evelyn St Corridor CLP Framework

£77,999.99

2017/18 Principal Road Renewal
(southend lane/bell green)

£334,134.43

Major Schemes
Deptford High St

£1,538,996.49

2018/2019 (actual spend)

See link for detailed descriptions of schemes
http://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s52658/LIP%20Annual%20Spen
ding%20Submission%202018-19.pdf

Noise and Air Quality

£61,952.00

Bus Stop Accessibility

£42,034.40

Completion of previous years projects

£300,022.11

Small Traffic Management works

£96,912.42

Sangley Rd/Sandhurst Rd Neighbourhood

£358,846.89

Crofton Park Corridor

£62,649.29

Air Quality MAQF2 Contribution

£21,577.65

Road Safety measures

£118,021.41

Local Cycling Improvements

£231,598.76

Local pedestrian improvements

£368,406.78

Evelyn St Corridor CLP Framework

£74,490.21

Lewisham Road -resurfacing

£47,616.20

Beckenham Hill Road - resurfacing

£162,301.75

Liveable Neighbourhood
Deptford parks

£149,227.38

Bus priority works

£50,083.82

TfL Local Transport Schemes

£97,720.00

Greenwich to Kent house cycleway

£169,429.09

Greenwich to Bexleyheath cycleway

£86,134.92

2019/2020 (indicative budgets as financial year is incomplete.)
See Link for detailed descriptions
https://lewisham.gov.uk/inmyarea/regeneration/transport-and-majorinfrastructure/local-implementation-plan

Noise and Air Quality

£185,000.00

Small Traffic Management works

£99,000.00

Crofton Park

£350,000.00

Local Cycling Improvements

£250,000.00

Local pedestrian improvements

£100,000.00

Completion of previous years schemes

£65,000.00

Healthy Neighbourhoods

£508,000.00

Road danger reduction

£258,000.00

Liveable Neighbourhood
Deptford parks

£211,000.00

Bus Priority Works
BPF 19/20

£225,000.00

Local Transport Funding
LTF 19/20

£100,000.00

Go Ultra Low City Scheme (EV Charging)

£300,000.00
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 13.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Ruth Couper
Member to reply:

Councillor Reid
Question

Police and Council staff have been working to resolve persistent anti-social
behaviour including licensing matters at the Rutland Walk Sports Club for many
years without a conclusion - will the Cabinet Member publish cumulative costs of
their efforts on the public purse?

Reply
Lewisham Council does not record costs and time spent by officers in a way that
enables us to quantify costs in answer to this question. However, officers from the
Crime, Enforcement & Regulation Service have been involved and continue to work
with all parties to resolve issues raised in this case.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 14.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor de Ryk
Question

Please explain why, as at the date of the submission of this question i.e. 8th July
2019, officers have not responded, other than an initial acknowledgement, to my
request of 4th June 2019 (plus three subsequent reminders) to exercise my right to
audit in accordance with Section 26 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act, the
audit period running only until 12th July 2019.
Reply
The Council apologises for this delay.
This request was being acted upon by the Group Finance Manager for Core
Accounting, who at the time of receiving the request, started the process of gathering
the information from the relevant services area. This information has been redacted
to exclude any personal or commercially sensitive elements. Due to unforeseen
circumstances (i.e. illness), the Group Finance Manager has been absent from the

office for the last four weeks and without access to e-mails, and some of his areas of
work had not been picked up by another member of the accounting team at this busy
time. Therefore, these subsequent reminders were not seen at the time of their arrival.
As the position stands now, the Director of Financial Services has taken personal
charge of this request and has liaised with the requestor on a few occasions over the
course of the last week. Recognising the delay and that the request was received
during the inspection period the Council is happy to work with you to answer your
request. A meeting was scheduled to take place on Wednesday 17 July to provide
the requestor with the opportunity to review the suite of information requested. It is
hoped that this will enable you to exercise your right to inspect the accounts to your
satisfaction.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 15.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Lori Minini

Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

There are substantial Section 106 (S106) and CIL contributions from the many new
housing developments in the Evelyn Ward. Yet, at the same time some parts of the
Evelyn Ward have some of the highest needs for improvement in the borough. Can
the Council allocate a dedicated planning officer to the Evelyn Ward to liaise with
resident groups and other stakeholders to ensure that the substantial S106 and CIL
contributions from the ward are spent locally for a resident-led regeneration of
Evelyn?

Reply
The council has recently begun work on a number of projects funded by both S106
and CIL, including the Greening Fund and Neighbourhood CIL (NCIL) process. We
are also continuing to allocate S106 funds to relevant projects in collaboration with
local communities. The planning service work collaboratively with other council
departments and local communities to ensure a consistency in approach and to

develop a wider understanding of the issues in these areas and on the delivery of
projects.
The Council’s proposed NCIL process includes an increased allocation of CIL funds
to local communities, with 25% agreed to be used in the NCIL process. Lewisham
will also be the first local authority to use Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMDs) to
redistribute NCIL funding. This means additional money will go towards the wards
that need it most as the Council works to tackle inequality in the borough.
50% of CIL collected in the ward will be retained by the ward and 25% will be
allocated in accordance to these IMDs. This means that Evelyn, which has among
the highest IMD rankings and a number of large developments, will receive a
£46,808.28 ward top up, in addition to its £527,093.23 CIL ward pot. This brings
Evelyn’s ward total up to £573,901.51, the largest amount of any wards.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 16.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Moira Kerrane
Member to reply:

Councillor Slater
Question

Is the council aware that Eco Communities no longer manage the Lewisham Council
funded library services in the Evelyn Ward? What is the tendering timetable, criteria
and process for this selection of the new library management in Evelyn Ward?
Reply
Hyde Housing are responsible for the Pepys building. The council is aware of
conversations between Hyde and local residents for the continuation of the
Community Library provision in the building following the expiration of the lease held
by Eco Communities.
Meanwhile, library staff are working with local residents as they “support the love of
books and reading” in the building.
The matter of the library provision in Evelyn is being monitored by the Health &
Safety Committee that receives regular updates as demonstrated by the
documentation of the meetings held on 4 March and 10 June 2019.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 17.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Richard Hebditch
Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

In the light of the council's climate emergency declaration, will all homes in
Lewisham council led developments be Passivhaus standard and will local planning
guidance require Passivhaus standard for developments in Lewisham?

Reply
The council is following the draft London Plan’s approach to increasing efficiency
and resilience, and to minimising greenhouse gas emissions as part of the council’s
climate emergency. It sets a strategic target that London will become a zero carbon
city by 2050, moving towards a low carbon circular economy. The draft London Plan
policy also seeks that all major developments should be net zero-carbon, and be
accompanied by a detailed energy strategy to demonstrate how this will be achieved,
including an on-site reduction of at least 35% beyond Building Regulations.
We will consider the specific requirements for each development on a scheme by
scheme basis but will always aim to meet to the standards set by the Mayor of
London as an absolute minimum.

The Council is committed to delivering homes that help to respond positively to the
climate emergency. Following the success of PLACE/Ladywell, we are building four
new innovation modular housing developments in Lee Green, Sydenham and
Deptford, which will take 112 homeless families out of emergency B&B
accommodation. These modular homes adopts a Fabric First approach to energy,
which is testament to our direction of travel as an environmentally responsible house
builder. The Fabric Fist approach to building design involves maximising the
performance of the components and materials that make up the building fabric itself,
before considering the use of mechanical or electrical building services systems.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 18.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Trevor Cole
Member to reply:

Councillor de Ryk
Question

When is the council scheduled for replacing the Chief Executive?
Reply

On 24 July 2019, the Council will receive a paper advising that the Appointments
Panel are unanimously recommending Kim Wright as Lewisham Council’s new Chief
Executive. Kim is currently Hackney Council’s Group Director for Neighbourhoods
and Housing. Subject to the recommendation being accepted, she is expected to join
the Council in October 2019.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 19.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Andrew Tonge

Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

During heavy, rain the highway at the corner of Ashgrove Road and Calmont Road
floods to such a degree that the road becomes almost impassable to vehicle traffic,
people walking on the pavement need wellington boots to wade through the flood
waters and flood levels have on occasion risen three inches above door sills on
some properties on the West side of Ashgrove Road. This flash flooding occurs
several times a year and has been happening for at least 20 years.
Blocked gutters have been reported on several occasions, however the problem
persists and is exacerbated by the flood waters containing a high proportion of mud
originating on the unmade roads further along Calmont Road. Given that the
infrequent attempts to clear the gutter have been unsuccessful and the problem is
entirely surface water related, what is the council’s strategy to tackle this persistent
problem?
Reply
The gullies and connecting pipe work into the main Thames Water sewer are running
clear at this location. Earlier this year Thames Water carried out descaling of a

section of this sewer but following the recent heavy rain it is evident this hasn’t
solved the issue.
Thames Water have been informed of the continuing problem and are investigating.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 20.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Gwenton Sloley

Member to reply:

Councillor Bonavia
Question

Why does Lewisham Council take over 3 months to answer access request HR
questions that should be accessible with a simple click?
Reply
It is disappointing whenever a request for information takes longer than the statutory
time allowed for response. There will be occasions when requests are complex and
involve various parts of the Council which at times can lead to delays. The Council has
to also make sure that it is acting appropriately with these requests.
A subject access request (SAR) must be replied to within one month of receipt. The
time can be extended by a further two months if the request is complex. When the
Council receives a request, an officer in the Corporate Complaints Team logs and
acknowledges the request and passes it to the relevant service to gather the requested
information. The information identified as falling within the scope of the request needs
to be read in detail to ensure we are only providing information that the requestor is
entitled to. The Council would ordinarily remove third party information and, in addition,
there are a range of exemptions that provide for information to be withheld in certain

circumstances. The process of determining what can be provided can be lengthy in
complex cases. Once the service has identified what information is appropriate for
release, it is passed back to the corporate team for a final check and dispatch.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 21.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Anthony Crowther

Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

What plans and initiatives does the Council have to reduce vehicle emissions from
its own staff and contractors?
Reply
The Council is reviewing its parking policy and following a report to Mayor and
Cabinet in March 2019 has gone out to consultation on a range of proposed
changes. One of the proposed changes is the introduction of emissions based
charging for all permit types including staff permits. The aim of introducing
emissions based charging is to encourage all permit holder to change to lower
emission vehicles or onto public transport. The Council is also reviewing the
arrangements for staff who need to use their car for work to see if there could be
alternative lower emissions options.
The Council also seeks to reduce vehicle emissions through its major contracts,
such as highways and parks, for example by including minimum standards as part of
the tender submissions.

Green Scene will be reviewing the use of all vehicles, plant and equipment used to
deliver its services as it move towards the end of the current contract.
Consideration will be given to low emission alternatives where these are proven to
be both practical and affordable.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 22.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Peter Richardson

Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

It appears to be Lewisham council is determined to restrict motor-traffic, certainly in
the Lee Green area by shutting off through-routes in residential areas to various
main routes in and out of Lewisham on the principle of 'Healthy, Neighbourhood'
schemes planned for the Borough. Has anyone thought this through?
As it is, a recent modest road narrowing scheme in a part of Manor Lane with pinchpoints widespread at intercepting road junctions, has caused major problems and
rising tempers for motorists and cyclists - to say nothing of pedestrians needing to
take their lives in their hands whilst attempting to cross this newly narrowed
thoroughfare.
It might look pretty, but it is a real problem for all. And did not come cheap.
It also provides choking blockages for motor traffic and cyclists attempting to gain
access to the South Circular at one end and the Lee High Road at the other.
Has there been any attempt to analyse any data as a result of the Manor Lane
scheme in order to plan more sensibly with regard to future plans?

Reply

The Manor Lane scheme and the Healthy Neighbourhoods programme have
differing objectives. The Manor Lane scheme was primarily a road safety scheme
looking to reduce speeds and regulate parking along with improving crossing points
in the scheme area.
The Healthy Neighbourhood Programme looks to reduce rat running traffic in the
area through the implementation of modal filters and other measures identified
through an extensive community engagement period. Early indication from this
community engagement has been supportive of the objectives of the programme.
The Boroughs new transport strategy ‘The Local Implementation Plan 2019 ‘sets out
clear objectives that align and assist with meeting the Mayor’s Transport Strategy
aim of increasing the sustainable travel mode share. The four priority objectives and
outcomes are summarised below, with reference to the aligning MTS outcomes.

Lewisham LIP
Objectives

Outcomes
Improved network of cycling and walking routes with
links to town centres and improved east-west
connections

Travel by sustainable
modes will be the
most pleasant,
reliable and attractive
option for those
travelling to, from and
within Lewisham

Improved public transport links to the south,
including the delivery of the Bakerloo Line
Extension

2, 6

100% of all feasible bus stops will be brought to TfL
accessible standards
Increase number of step-free rail stations
Eliminate fatal and serious collisions on Lewisham’s
roads
Reduce air pollution from road traffic

Lewisham’s streets
will be healthy, clean
and green with less
motor traffic

1, 3, 7, 6

Reduced ownership and use of private motor
vehicles

Creation of new orbital public transport connections
and improved interchange
Improved safety and security will increase social
inclusion and encourage walking and cycling
Lewisham’s streets
will be safe, secure
and accessible to all

MTS
Outcomes

Encourage switch to electric vehicle use and reduce
car ownership in absolute terms
Reduce traffic levels, congestion and vehicle idling
and encourage active travel

3, 4

More street trees to promote carbon capture
Lewisham’s transport
network will support
new development
whilst providing for
existing demand

Walking, cycling and public transport will be
prioritised in new developments as the best options

5, 8, 9

Work with TfL and Network Rail to increase public
transport capacity in the Borough, to support growth

The two schemes together will complement each other through slower speeds and traffic
reduction.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 23.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Rosalind Huish
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

With regards to Beckenham Place Park please can you advise?
1. How many bike racks will be available for the opening?
2. Where people can store valuables if they are swimming?
3. What facilities and access arrangements have been made for disabled
swimmers?
4. How can swimmers who don’t have access to the internet book to swim?
5. Is swimming free of charge on Mondays or not permitted?
Reply
1. There are currently 14 bike racks, which can hold multiple bikes, located in
the stable courtyard and near the mansion. For large events, such as the
Beckenham Place Park launch, we will put in place temporary cycle racks. We
will be using this summer to monitor demand for cycling storage, which we
expect to be high, and therefore match to demand. We will also be looking at
an appropriate location for cycle storage near the lake.

2. Like other wild swimming areas in London, such as Hampstead Heath, there
will be no lockers or storage facilities for valuables. Belongings are left at your
own risk
3. We will continue to work with local stakeholders and disability forums to
ensure that the park is accessible to all. Disabled swimmers and paddlers can
discuss their needs with the lake operators prior to booking, access
arrangements can then be tailored to an individual’s disability.
4. The operators have confirmed that people can turn up and pay on the day.
5. Supervised swimming sessions with lifeguards will not be available on a
Monday. The decision to introduce lifeguards came after huge demand from
the local community. If people do swim during unsupervised they will be doing
so at their own risk. For more information on outdoor swimming please see
the Outdoor Swimming Society’s website.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 24.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Mark Morris

Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

Following this Lewisham Council consultation in 2018:
https://consultation.lewisham.gov.uk/corporate-policy-and-governance/lewishamstreets-improvement-map/
Could an update to this consultation, including details of how many people
responded to the consultation, and a summary of responses be published? Could a
full update also be provided as to how the consultation is now being taken forward?

Reply
There were a total of 1454 respondents to the survey, this figure consists of either
comments or agreement to comments. The commonplace page is still available and
comments can be viewed here https://lewishamstreetsmap.commonplace.is/

The information collected has informed the development of the programmes set out
in the borough’s Transport Strategy and Local Implementation Plan 2019-2041. The
full consultation report can be found at
http://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s62493/Appendix%202LIP%20Consultation%20Report-clean.pdf
A summary of the comments is also provided below.
This data will continue to be used to inform more detailed annual programmes,
particularly the Healthy Neighbourhood programme which looks to address traffic
speeds and rat running traffic, something that featured highly in the consultation.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 25.
Priority 1

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Janet Hurst

Member to reply:

Councillor Bell
Question

Please explain why 18 units on the new Excalibur Estate (corner of Excalibur Drive
and Avalon Close) remain empty more than a year after other properties in the same
phase of the development were occupied. What action is the Council taking to
persuade developers London & Quadrant to bring these much-needed properties
back on the market?
Reply
The Council is working in partnership with L&Q for the redevelopment of the
Excalibur Estate. When complete, the scheme will see 178 post-war pre-fabricated
properties, which have exceeded their expected life span, replaced with at least 371
new modern homes. The first 57 new homes have now been built. Residents of the
original estate were prioritised for moves, with 34 of the homes available for social
rent and a further 5 available for resident freeholders.

The remaining 18 properties are in two small blocks and have been marketed for
private sale. None of these properties will have parking available as all of the parking
is allocated to the residents who have moved from the original estate. Economic
uncertainty has led to challenging sale conditions in the area. In addition, some work
has been identified as required to the flooring of these properties. The combination
of these factors has meant that these particular properties have yet to be occupied.
L&Q have been working with the main build contractor to resolve the issue with the
flooring and remedial work is due commence within the next month. The Council are
working with L&Q to explore options for these properties so that they are sold or let
as quickly as possible.
We are committed to playing our part in dealing with the housing crisis. Housing is a
priority for the Council and we are working tirelessly to build and enable new homes
in the borough.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 26.
Priority 2

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Julia Webb
Member to reply:

The Mayor
Question







What has happened to the million-pound plus Section 106 payment made in
1993 on the redevelopment of the Savacentre site, for widening the Southend
Road Bridge? What implication does this missing money have for current
Section 106 agreements in the public eye?
Why can't the money and interest be made available for improving safe
pedestrian and cycle access through the Southend Road Bridge, given the
pollution levels on the tiny strip of pavement available?
Why can't we get a straightforward map of the whole site, showing ownership
and maintenance responsibilities for roads, infrastructure, trees, planted
areas, fly tipping and litter? For instance, where is the dedication strip
transferred to the council by British Gas PLC? As always, the documents
describe it as outlined in blue / pink / whatever on the plan, but the plan is not
available. Nor is the plan that corresponds to the Land Registry documents.
Reply
In 1993, Lewisham entered into several historic S106 agreements, which
have been consolidated and amended by subsequent planning applications

and appeals. While the planning history of the former gasworks at Bell Green
is complex, approximately £1 million of developer contributions received by
Lewisham as part of planning permissions in 1993 and 2006 relating to
highways improvements remain unspent.
These funds could potentially be available to fund highways-related projects in
the area. This is subject to further detailed assessment and legal review.
Officers are reviewing possible options for these unspent funds and subject to
further internal discussions, feedback from stakeholders such as TfL, and
public consultation.
While internal discussion is ongoing, officers have identified an initial list of
possible projects in Bell Green. These are: pedestrian crossing improvements
at the “five-ways” junction where the Sainsbury’s exits onto Southend Lane;
cycling improvements extending the Waterlink Way across Southend Lane;
signal timing improvements to the gyratory; the introduction of a west-bound
bus lane on Southend Lane; and Healthy Neighbourhood Scheme covering
“Sydenham East” including Bell Green.
We recognise that the land ownership pattern in the area is fragmented and
changing, and that historic S106 agreements do not always easily correspond
to available plans or maps. The Planning Service are working to establish a
clearer picture of landownership in Bell Green (including the delineation
between public and private land) as part of preparation works linked to the
creation of a proposed new master plan for the area.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 27
Priority 2

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Andrea Carey Fuller
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

Please can the Council set out in detail the specific actions they intend to take to
reduce Climate Change across the Borough and answer these questions which
should be part of actions being taken:
- Has the Council already divested from fossil fuel companies?
- Has the Council carried out a review of all its Council buildings to assess whether
they can be retro-fitted to be greener - solar/green roofs/walls etc?
- Are there plans to retro-fit in segregated cycle lanes wherever possible to enable
and encourage safer cycling routs across the borough?
- Are the Council organising Green Screens for all the Schools across the Borough?
- What are the Council doing to increase the rate of recycling across the Borough
from its dismal current level of 17%
- Will the Council put up notices to stop cars idling in parking spaces across the
Borough to reduce Air pollution?

Reply
In February 2019 Lewisham Council declared a climate emergency through a motion
agreed at full Council which called for a new Lewisham action plan on climate
change that should set out measurable targets to reduce carbon emissions for the
borough with of Lewisham being carbon neutral by 2030.
The Council’s website provide updates on the work being done following the
declaration of the climate emergency
https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/environment/environment/energyefficiency/maki
ng-the-borough-carbon-neutral-by-2030-climate-emergency-declaration
One of the priorities is to ensure we have the right evidence base to target resources
and understand the opportunities, costs and priorities for delivering on the
declaration. The motion declaring the climate emergency set a timetable for the final
draft of the new action plan to be agreed by Mayor and Cabinet before the end of the
municipal year 2019/20. The specific actions the Council will take to reduce climate
change across the borough will be set out in this action plan.
In relation to the additional questions asked:
Has the Council already divested from fossil fuel companies?
The Council’s Corporate Strategy makes a commitment to move the Pension Fund
away from fossil-fuel linked investments, in line with Members’ fiduciary duties, in a
response to climate change and to protect our investments from volatile energy
markets. The Pension Investment Committee has already undertaken a number of
actions to address this commitment, including:
•
•
•
•

Updating its formal Statement of Investment Beliefs to reflect this intent;
Procuring an infrastructure mandate in 2018 with a minimum 30% fund
allocation to renewable energy;
Commissioning an audit to assess the carbon exposure of the Fund’s current
passive investments to inform future investment strategy;
Working with other London Boroughs to engage with the London CIV to move
sustainable investing up the agenda as LGPS pooling continues.

The Pension Investment Committee is currently working with its advisors to develop
a formal Climate Change Policy and Responsible Investment Policy which set out
objectives and methods of implementation for meeting the commitment set out in the
Council’s Corporate Strategy. These actions will be considered with the results of the
2019 triennial actuarial valuation. The plan for the following twelve months is as
follows:
•
•
•

Summer and Autumn 2019 - undertake triennial valuation which will help set
the risk and return parameters for the fund for the next three years;
Winter 2019 - re-procure fund advisors and actuary;
Winter 2019 to Spring 2020 - use results of triennial valuation to update the
Committee’s investment strategy consistent with fiduciary duties to the Fund;

•
•

Spring and Summer 2020 - evaluate investment options to deliver the agreed
investment strategy consistent with pooling requirements on the fund;
From Summer 2020 - implement the strategy by selling and buying assets,
recognising this can take some time particularly in respect of more illiquid
assets.

Has the Council carried out a review of all its Council buildings to assess whether
they can be retro-fitted to be greener - solar/green roofs/walls etc?
The Council has reduced carbon emissions from heating and lighting in a number of
buildings including the main corporate office accommodation and the civic suite. It is
important that the Council demonstrates leadership on action across its corporate
estate and services and the proposed new action plan will review and cost
opportunities and include proposals for actions including retro-fitting existing
buildings.
Are there plans to retro-fit in segregated cycle lanes wherever possible to enable and
encourage safer cycling routs across the borough?
The borough has a comprehensive programme of improvements designed to
encourage cycling:
•
Cycleways: Cycleway 4 will provide a segregated cycle facility between Tower
Bridge and Greenwich, along Evelyn Street. The scheme was recently
approved by Mayor and Cabinet, with construction of the Lewisham section
scheduled for May to December 2020.
•
The A2 has been identified by Transport for London (TfL) as forming part of a
‘Cycle Future Route 14’ alignment. The borough has sought TfL’s agreement
to including Deptford Church Street within this piece of work, with more
detailed development of this being done alongside improvements to the A21.
•
These routes will be complemented by a series of other Cycleways on quieter
roads (formerly known as Quietways). Three Quietway routes have so far
been implemented, with another two due to complete by March 2020. The
Council is in the process of planning the next phase of Cycleways in
discussion with TfL.
Are the Council organising Green Screens for all the Schools across the Borough?
Available resources do not allow the Council to provide funding for green walls at
every school throughout the borough. However, three of our primary schools
(Deptford Park Primary School, Haseltine Primary School and St James Hatcham
Primary School) where air pollution levels were predicted to exceed limits were
recently audited by TfL. TfL suggested improvements, which included green walls,
and awarded each school £10,000 in funding for their installation. Each award was
match-funded by the Council. We are always keen to support schools in whatever
way we can, and will provide assistance where schools wish to make applications for
funding from the GLA Community Greening Funds and/or other schemes, as they
are made available.
What are the Council doing to increase the rate of recycling across the Borough from
its dismal current level of 17%

Lewisham’s recycling levels have improved significantly following the implementation
of a food waste collection service and fortnightly residual waste collection service to
approximately 80,000 kerbside properties. In 2018/19 the Council averaged a
recycling rate of just under 29%. Further plans are in place to roll this service out to
all properties within the borough.
The Council is developing a communication plan and other measures to improve
awareness of recycling and make it easier for residents and businesses to reduce
the amount of waste produced across the borough.
Will the Council put up notices to stop cars idling in parking spaces across the
Borough to reduce Air pollution?
Plans to stop cars idling through the use of targeted communications including
notices are being rolled out by the Council.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 28.
Priority 2

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Reid
Question

How many schools in Lewisham are having knife wands introduced?
Reply
As part of the Mayor of London’s Knife Crime Strategy, the Mayor’s Office for Policing
and Crime (MOPAC) has written to all schools in London offering the use of knife
wands. Schools can request a knife wand through their Safer Schools Officer or by
contacting their local Safer Neighbourhoods Team.
You requested a list of schools who have been given a 'knife wand' under the London
mayor's scheme. The London Mayor’s office states that this information is exempt
from disclosure under Section 31 of the FOI Act – Prejudice to Law Enforcement,
which refers to information held for the purpose of criminal investigations. Section 31
is a prejudiced based exemption and is therefore subject to the public interest test.
If a list of schools issued with knife wands were released, there is a very real risk that
those who carry knives into school premises would know which schools had knife
wands and would therefore hide knives close to the school while the wands are in use,
putting the local community at risk and resulting in the knife not being seized by school

staff or police officers. This represents a serious and real prejudice to the prevention
and detection of crime and the protection of communities.
In this case, the public interest in preventing the prejudice which would occur if the list
of schools was released outweighs the public interest in disclosure, and therefore the
information requested is exempt from disclosure.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 29.
Priority 2

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Mary McGeown
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

The London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory have stated that construction sites are
responsible for approximately 7.5% of damaging nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions,
8% of large particle emissions (PM10) and 14.5% of emissions of the most
dangerous fine particles (PM2.5)
The vast majority of these emissions come from the thousands of diesel engine site
equipment.
Lewisham has a significant number of large new building developments planned or
in the planning pipeline.
Some of these planned developments eg; Matalan & Carpet Right Loampit Vale,
Ashmead School, ’Aladdin’s Cave’ 72 Loampit Hill etc are in close proximity to each
other along Lewisham Way (which already experiences high levels of traffic and
idling traffic and associated pollution)

1. Is the council and /or its planning department able to include binding
actions/contractual commitments on the developers that act to mitigate the
negative impact of these higher emission levels on the site and surrounding

area during the construction period? And when mitigating actions are
implemented how is impact measured?
2. Soon London will introduce a ‘Low Emission Zone’ for non-road mobile
machinery (NRMM) as current estimates of emissions show that NRMM is
responsible for 7% of NOx emissions, 14% for PM2.5 and 8% of PM10
emissions across the capital. How will this be enforced locally?
Reply
The London Mayor published supplementary planning guidance (SPG) in 2014 on the
control of dust and emissions during construction and demolition. This SPG seeks to
reduce emissions of dust, PM10 and PM2.5 from construction and demolition activities
in London. It also provided details on the process of managing emissions of nitrogen
oxides (NOx) from construction and demolition machinery by means of a new NRMM
Ultra Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ).
Emissions from NRMM are regulated before they are placed on the market six
directives : the "mother" Directive 97/68/EC, the amendments Directive 2002/88/EC,
Directive 2004/26/EC, Directive 2006/105/EC, Directive 2011/88/EU, Directive
2012/46/EU and the last amendment in June 2016.
For the various types of NRMM, the Directive stipulates the maximum permitted
exhaust emissions as a function of the power of the relevant engine. Moreover the
Directive includes a series of emission limit stages of increasing stringency with
corresponding compliance dates. Manufacturers must ensure that new engines
comply with these limits in order that they can be placed on the market.
Currently NRMM on major construction sites within Greater London are required to
meet Stage IIIA of EU Directive 97/68/EC as a minimum; and NRMM on all sites within
either the Central Activity Zone or Canary Wharf (CAZ/CW) are required to meet Stage
IIIB of EU Directive 97/68/EC as a minimum.
From 1st September 2020 NRMM on all sites within Greater London will be required
to meet Stage IIIB of EU Directive 97/68/EC as a minimum; and NRMM on all sites
within either the Central Activity Zone or Canary Wharf (CAZ/CW) will be required to
meet Stage IV of EU Directive 97/68/EC as a minimum.
The Council has already been checking the NRMM requirements for major sites within
the borough through a Mayor Air Quality Funded project. The enforcement of this
currently can only happen through the Planning authority conditioning, which is a
standard for major site development i.e. residential development of 10 or more
dwellings, or having an area of 0.5 hectares or more where number of dwellings is not
known; or any development carried out on a site having an area of 1 hectare or more,
or floor space of 1000 square metres or more. The sites that you have highlighted will
be ones that will be inspected once they are active.
For further information see: https://nrmm.london/sites/default/files/NRMM-PracticalGuide.pdf
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Question asked by: Patricia Richardson
Member to reply:

Councillor Slater
Question

Digital Zones are being established across the borough. How many are
there? Where are they? Which Community and/or hub libraries fall within the
footprint of such zones?
It is understood that libraries within such zones are being asked to offer access to
the public obtaining Blue badges, Oyster cards, Freedom Passes etc. In Community
libraries this will involve volunteer staff. How much training is given by the council to
ensure this service is adequate and professional? How much has already been
achieved at this level?
As there is also the possibility that CAB services might also be offered in local
libraries, by volunteers, how will this be trained for, supported and properly
available? Will VAL be involved?
Reply
Digital Zones have been operational since 2016.
In relation to their presence in Community Libraries, they offer an appointment based
service at Crofton Park, Grove Park, New Cross, Pepys, and Sydenham.

A drop-in service is available in Catford on Tuesdays and Thursdays 2-4, and
Wednesdays 10-12.
A more comprehensive service is offered at Torridon Road Library at fixed times on
Mondays and Thursdays 10am – 12pm.
The Digital Zones support residents wishing to acquire basic digital skills and use
online services. The zones are volunteer led, and provide support with online form
filling and applications.
Volunteers have been offered Digital Champion training and access support the Go
On project manager.
The support services in the community libraries operate independently of the Council
and the organisations offering them do so in line with their own policies.
The Library and Information Service has been offering free access to computers and
Wi-Fi, and basic IT support since 1996. This is not linked to the Digital Zone
initiative. Library staff help the public with Blue badges, Oyster cards, Freedom
Passes, eAdmissions, and more.
CAB will shortly begin planning the delivery of a drop in service at Lewisham Library
and it is the ambition of the library service to deepen this relationship. The Library
service is not currently working with VAL.
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Question asked by: David Da Silva Pereira
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

What is the council doing about tackling the fly tipping and untaxed vehicles in the
Evelyn Ward?
Reply
The council takes fly-tipping very seriously.
Environmental Crime Officers investigate significant amounts of fly tipping incidents
borough wide every month. The council deploys CCTV cameras at selected flytipping hotspots, in regard to Evelyn Ward a camera was sited in Blackhorse Road
over a three month period.
In all wards of the borough the council’s Cleansing Enforcement Team take a zero
tolerance approach to fly-tipping issuing on the spot fines to those fly-tipping and to
those not maintaining waste disposal documents.
In Evelyn ward a number of fixed penalty notices have been issued for waste
offences in the past 12 months. We continue to issue £400 fly-tipping fixed penalties
and £150 litter fixed penalties.

In regard to fly tip removal the Council aims to remove fly tipping within 7 days.
Unfortunately the Council does not the resource to decrease this response time.
We have devolved powers from the DVLA to tackle untaxed vehicles. As part of this
our contractor Redcorn Ltd proactively patrol the borough, including the Evelyn Ward
taking enforcement action against any vehicle which has been untaxed for a
minimum period of 2 months and 1 day. Members of the public can also report
untaxed vehicles via the Lewisham Website.
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Question asked by: Roger Stocker
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

Please supply a details of how many collisions have been reported involving pedal
cycles in Catford Broadway over the last 5 years
Reply
No personal injury collisions have been reported involving pedal cycles in Catford
Broadway over the last 5 years. It should be noted that this data is available publicly
through websites such as “collisionmap.uk”.
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Question asked by: Trina Lynskey
Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

Is the Mayor aware that the child poverty rate after housing costs in the Evelyn Ward
is 49% (Local indicators of child poverty 2017/18 published May 2019)? Is the Mayor
aware that this is 12 percentage points higher than the borough average of 37%? Is
the Mayor aware that during the summer holidays in 2018 there was no holiday meal
provision in the Evelyn Ward to support low income families?
Children will not be sustained by the response, however pertinent, that ‘Tory cuts’
have left them hungry. Has the Mayor and his Cabinet discussed the issue of holiday
meal provision for Evelyn and across Lewisham? What holiday meal provision has
been organised for summer 2019 across Lewisham? What holiday meal provision
has been organised in the Evelyn Ward to meet the Mayor’s manifesto commitment
to provide “dignity and security” for families experiencing in-work and out-of-work
poverty?
Reply

I share your concern about the unacceptable rise in the number of children across
the country who are going hungry during the summer holidays. The reality is that

almost a decade of Government cuts has forced millions more families and their
children into poverty.
I am pleased to confirm that the Council is launching holiday meals project across
Lewisham this summer. We are working with our youth service Youth First and
Chartwells, a specialist catering provider to the education sector, to deliver this.
The project will produce around 12,000 hot meals, 2,500 packed lunches and supply
ingredients for around 1,000 meals. These will be delivered through the summer
holidays through 15 youth centres across Lewisham, including Riverside Youth
Centre in Evelyn Ward.
Information on the centres operating the scheme will be available at food banks and
has been sent to local schools. Youth First will also reach out to children in the
community who could benefit from the scheme.
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Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor de Ryk
Question

Since April 2014 A D Perkins Tree Surgery and Felling have been paid £659,884 by
the Council. They are not registered at Companies House and an internet search
does not yield any results. Please advise in which town or post code area this
company is located.
Reply
I can confirm that A D Perkins is a self-employed sole trader and therefore is
registered with HMRC. Sole traders are not required to register with Companies
House.
AD Perkins tree felling and surgery
33 Keld Drive
Uckfield
East Sussex
TN22 5BT
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Question asked by: Lori Minini
Member to reply:

Councillor Bell
Question

Is the Council aware that the London Borough of Southwark launched their
new "Great Estates" pilot programme on the 20th of May 2019?
https://www.southwark.gov.uk/news/2019/may/council-launches-its-great-estatesprogramme-a-new-way-for-residents-to-improve-the-look-and-feel-of-their-estates
This scheme will bring about "a new way of thinking about, talking about and making
decisions about the future of our estates. At the heart of this is a new license for
residents to work with the council to help improve the look and feel of the shared
spaces in our estates…the Council will work with local residents to bring
about improvement to lighting and painting, to public art and gardening projects,
though all kinds of ideas will be considered".
We are aware that Lewisham Council has made a commitment to building new social
housing in the borough. This is commendable, however we would like to know what
is the Council's commitment to improving its existing social housing stock.
The Pepys Estate in North Deptford needs such improvements as several areas
need repainting and new lighting, and external green areas also need improvement.

The Pepys Estate is an architecturally award-winning estate, it was a showcase
piece of brutalist architecture when built, but now some of its buildings are left in
disrepair and outdated.
Can the Council commit to developing an improvement programme for its existing
housing estates within the next year?
Reply
The Council is aware of Southwark’s Great Estates initiative.
Lewisham Council provides much of its housing service through its housing
company, Lewisham Homes. We work in partnership to improve existing
neighbourhoods as well as to build new homes.
The Council recently signed off Lewisham Homes’ three year Corporate Plan. Its
purpose is to create ‘thriving communities and places people are proud to call home’.
Continuing to improve our existing estates is an essential part of that vision.
The Council has a committed budget of approximately £50m in 2019/20 to deliver
capital improvements aimed at enhancing the built environment on our estates. This
figure represents approximately twice the annual expenditure of each of the last few
fiscal years, and is a reflection of the Council’s wider commitment to improve and
maintain its housing stock.
We want to make evidence-based decisions on future investment. To do that,
Lewisham Homes commissioned a 100% Stock Condition Survey (SCS) in April
2019. The completed surveys are expected by September 2020. They will provide
essential information on the condition of our existing stock and will inform their asset
management strategies. The SCS will inform an interim investment programme to be
finalised in late 2020.
From October 2015, Lewisham Homes took responsibility for improving and
maintaining green spaces on our estates. Since then, we have invested £772k on
new equipment, replanting or improving over 100 sites, and an additional team to
further improve quality on site.
Independent surveys indicate customers’ satisfaction with grounds maintenance,
which was brought in-house, on estates Lewisham Homes manages, increased from
60% in 2015/16 to 80.5% in 2018/19. We’re planning further sustainable
improvements over successive years and are keen to work with residents and other
partners in delivering them.
Elected members and many staff live in this borough. We are proud to call it home.
We need to recognise the negative effect of austerity imposed on us by central
Government. However, we are and we will work with our communities because we
are part of the community.
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Question asked by: Moira Kerrane
Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

The opportunity to help determine how approximately 586Kof Neighbourhood
Community Infrastructure Levy (NCIL) in Evelyn Ward is very welcome in
Lewisham’s most deprived area.
Is the council aware that the Evelyn Assembly discussed Evelyn Ward Section 106
and CIL at a Special public Assembly Meeting with planning and followed up with 2
Assembly Co group away days in February and May 2017 - At that time there was
approximately 2.7 million CIL and 7.3 million in unallocated Evelyn Ward S106 and a
pilot for Evelyn S106 was discussed.
Is the council aware that while the residents in the most deprived ward in the
borough fought in vain to increase investment in Sir Francis Drake School rebuild,
that millions of pounds intended for the Evelyn Ward use was and is unspent Is the council aware that Evelyn ward has been "deprived" for over 30 years yet
there is Historical evidence of S106 of 7 million pounds from the sale of Aragon
Tower Pepys Estate social housing stock, flying out of our deprived ward to support
the funding of a Lewisham central's estate Glass Mill swimming pool -

How can residents be confident Evelyn Ward will finally benefit from all of the
developments impacting on it and how can Evelyn Ward residents ensure that
funding intended for site specific mitigation are spent in Evelyn Ward - from Marine
Wharf East & West, Cannon's wharf, Tideway, Lendlease Timberyard, Neptunes
Wharf, Convoys Wharf, and that the new NCIL allocation is not a diversion from the
strategic investment required for Evelyn Ward.
Reply
Mayor and Cabinet recently agreed a process for spending the neighbourhood
portion of CIL (NCIL), and officers are in the process of early engagement with local
communities in anticipation of a formal launch of this process later this year.
Lewisham is the first local authority in the country to devolve NCIL spending to local
communities. There will be a public vote of ward residents on how NCIL funding is
spent on local projects. This innovative new approach will take millions of pounds
away from the Town Hall and into the hands of the community, who will have their
say over how that money is spent.
The proposed NCIL process includes an increased allocation of CIL funds to local
communities, with 25% agreed to be used in the NCIL process. Lewisham will also
be the first local authority to use Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMDs) to redistribute
NCIL funding. This means additional money will go towards the wards that need it
most as the Council works to tackle inequality in the borough.
50% of CIL collected in the ward will be retained by the ward and 25% will be
allocated in accordance to these IMDs. This means that Evelyn, which has among
the highest IMD rankings and a number of large developments, will receive a
£46,808.28 ward top up, in addition to its £527,093.23 CIL ward pot. This brings
Evelyn’s ward total up to £573,901.51, the largest amount of any wards.
S106 agreements allow the Council to enter into a planning obligation with a person
with an interest in land in the area of the Council. The spending of S106
contributions are managed by the Council, who is legally responsible for spending
these in accordance with the purpose for which it was received and regulatory
requirements. Since the council adopted the Community Infrastructure Levy in 2015,
the role of S106 agreements has been scaled back. CIL is intended to help the
council secure funding to support the delivery of infrastructure needed to support the
development of their area. S106 agreements continue to have a role to secure site
specific impact mitigation, or to ensure the benefits of a development are delivered,
such as for affordable housing.
The Council also worked collaboratively with local residents and communities in
Evelyn ward to identify community priorities, and was part of the process of local
engagement that took place with communities, the ward assembly and local
councillors. This included a café roundtable consultation, as well as considering
feedback from the Pepys 50th anniversary event, which was presented to the
Assembly for further discussion as part of the consultation. A list of priorities was
published on the Evelyn ward assembly website, and the council continues to
engage with residents on priorities for S106.
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Question asked by: Richard Hebditch
Member to reply:

Councillor Bell
Question

The landlord licensing consultation's evidence document doesn't mention climate
change or energy efficiency. Does this mean the council has ruled out landlord
licensing as a way to improve energy efficiency and cut carbon emissions from the
private rented sector?
Reply
Climate change and energy efficiency are not included as one of the criteria to be
assessed in the application for a selective landlord licensing scheme by the
Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government. The assessment must
be made against six criteria. These are:
 low demand for property
 high anti-social behaviour
 high levels of migration
 poor housing conditions
 high levels of deprivation
 high crime levels.

Our consultation focusses on these required criteria. However Lewisham Council is
committed to responding positively to climate change and in February of this year
Lewisham Council declared a ‘climate emergency’ and asked Mayor and Cabinet to
agree action to make the borough carbon neutral by 2030, ahead of many other local
authorities. This work in ongoing.
However, the Private Sector Housing Agency, who are leading this work on
extending landlord licensing, will ensure that energy efficiency and fuel poverty is
included as part of the work they are doing to deliver improvements to the condition
of the private rented sector.
We would encourage all interested citizens to complete the consultation and submit
your views through the website address at www.lewisham.gov.uk/renting and pass
this on to others that wish to participate.
Finally, the biggest single commitment each of us can make is to become vegan or
plant based. Reducing the consumption of diary and meat is vital to the future of this
planet.
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Question asked by: Gwenton Sloley
Member to reply:

Councillor Reid
Question

Is it correct procedure for Lewisham Council to have staff visiting vulnerable clients
without DBS checked or an ID badge for 6 years - also sending sensitive emails to
none protected personal yahoo address?
Reply
Any Lewisham Council Officer who currently works with or supports any vulnerable
clients must possess a valid DBS. There are clear guidelines for officers and handling
of sensitive emails.
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Question asked by: Anthony Crowther
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

What actions are the Council currently taking to try and stop the building of the
environmentally disastrous Silvertown Tunnel by Sadiq Khan's City Hall?
Reply
The Council has been consistent in setting out our concerns and objections to the
GLA throughout the development of the scheme, including formal responses to
consultations in 2012 and 2015, a motion by Full Council in November 2015 to
oppose the scheme, and clear written and verbal objections through our formal
representation to the public inquiry in 2017.
LB Lewisham supports the principle of increasing capacity across the river to unlock
economic potential in the southeast region of London. The Council recognises the
serious issues of congestion and air quality around the approaches to the Blackwall
Tunnel situation, and that new infrastructure is needed to improve the resilience and
reliability of the network.

However the Council is concerned that the Silvertown Tunnel concentrates economic
benefits into a fairly small area, mostly serving Greenwich and the Enterprise Zone at
the Royal Docks. This concentration of river crossings risks exacerbating, rather than
dispersing the current congestion pressures. In particular the Silvertown Tunnel relies
on the same southern approaches as the Blackwall Tunnel. These routes, including
the A2 area and the South Circular, already suffer from daily congestion. As the only
primary alternative to the Dartford crossings, these routes come under extreme
pressure when the M25 is not operating smoothly.
LB Lewisham maintains that the priority for river crossings should be a major crossing
further to the east. Such a crossing would relieve, rather than exacerbate congestion
on the existing approaches to the Blackwall Tunnel. This would also increase
resilience to events at the Dartford crossings by greater dispersal on key routes across
south east London. A greater spread of alternative routes across the river would also
have a corresponding effect of a greater dispersal of economic benefits, whilst still
supporting the important regeneration sites in east London.
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Question asked by: Peter Richardson
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

I understand Lewisham plans to reduce the number of cars in the Borough by 25%
within a decade or two.
Most multi-story blocks of flats now being constructed or planned have no provision
of parking spaces attached as a modest attempt by planners to reach this
target. Nevertheless, has anyone thought of restricting the numbers of motor
vehicles to one-per-household? Whilst I appreciate this may be considered radical, it
is a system employed in some other countries.
Perhaps another solution might be to limit the number of parking permits per
household on a pricing basis. For example; one permit could be charged at a price of
X, but if a second permit is required, it could be priced at, say X+25% and a third at
X+50% and pro-rata for additions i.e. rising a further 25% per additional vehicle. The
cost being a disadvantage to the number of vehicles being registered at one address
resulting in a reduction in numbers of vehicles overall.
Has the Council any plans aimed at achieving the reduction in number of vehicles
required?

Reply
The Council has set out detailed plans aimed at achieving the targeted reduction of
vehicular traffic as part of its new Local Implementation Plan (LIP). The LIP is our
key transport strategy document and sets out how we’ll deliver the London Mayor’s
Transport Strategy.
https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/roads-andtransport/~/link.aspx?_id=9C6C0188FBFA4772A0FDAD8E82069F24&_z=z
Please find below some further information about Healthy Neighbourhoods, which is
the LIP’s flagship programme for traffic reduction across the Borough, and a live
consultation on our first Healthy Neighbourhood:
https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/roads-and-transport/our-traffic-reductionprogramme-healthy-neighbourhoods
https://streetbuilder.io/lewishamandleegreen
The Council is reviewing its parking policy and following a report to Mayor and
Cabinet in March 2019 has gone out to consultation on a range of proposed
changes.
Your comments and suggestions will be considered as part of the consultation and
considered carefully. Once the consultation is completed, the Council will be
analysing the results and a detailed report will be sent to the Mayor and Cabinet for
consideration and a final decision on the policy in the autumn.
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Question asked by: Rosalind Huish
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

With the potential expansion of both City Airport and Heathrow what actions are the
Council taking to minimise and prevent aircraft noise over Lewisham?
Reply
The Council is aware of the issue in relation to noise from aircraft and has responded
to recent consultations. The most recent consultation was the ‘Heathrow Airspace
and Future Operations’, where Lewisham joined other boroughs in raising objections
on noise grounds. The general opinion of the Boroughs was that they have previously
opposed the Heathrow expansion. ‘However, given that it was decided to expand
Heathrow, boroughs appreciate that Heathrow is putting in place noise objectives for
Government’s approval, as noise is an important issue for the residents of all boroughs
who may live under the aircraft flight paths.’ The boroughs feel that the proposed
objective are too weak and generic and insufficiently protective of residents. There

were many other responses made to specific questions within this consultation. We
are awaiting a response from Heathrow in relation to this consultation.
The Council will independently and with other boroughs continue to put forward our
concerns and raise objections.
There are two consultations currently taking place in relation to London City Airport
‘Our Future Skys’ with a deadline for consultation of 25th August 2019 and a
consultation on the ‘draft master plan 2020-2035’ with a consultation period: 28th June
to 20th September 2019. The Council is reviewing the documentation and will be
responding to these consultation.
There is also a further consultation in relation to the Heathrow Airport Expansion, with
a consultation period: 18 June to 13 September, 2019 and again the Council is
currently reviewing documentation and is again planning to respond to this
consultation.
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Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Barnham
Question

How is the Acting Chief Executive holding the Cabinet accountable for exclusion in
Lewisham being the highest out of all the London Boroughs for the last 5 years?
What action is the Acting Chief Executive doing to address this issue?
Reply
I have outlined the extensive work currently being undertaken to reduce exclusion in
Lewisham - and the encouraging progress that has been made - in the response to
Question 8, also submitted by you.

It is untrue to say that exclusions from Lewisham schools have been highest in
London during the last five years. However, the number of exclusions has been too
high (although falling in recent years). That is why Lewisham’s commitment to
reducing exclusions is set out in the Corporate Strategy and the Children and Young
People’s Plan (which is on the agenda for today’s Council meeting). This plan sets
out the key priorities to inform the strategic work of officers within the Children and
Young People’s (CYP) Directorate and other relevant services in the borough.
It is not for me to speak for the Acting Chief Executive, but I can assure you that
there is a strong corporate focus within the Council on this very important priority.
Officers meet with schools, providers and other stakeholders at the Inclusion Board.
This board reports to CYP Directorate Management Team which monitors the
improvement action plan. The Acting Chief Executive receives termly updates from
The Executive Director for CYP on exclusion rates, improvements and in turn offers
challenge and support to the directorate.
Strategic scrutiny and accountability is provided by the Children and Young People
Select Committee, who receive an annual report on reducing exclusion performance
and impact on children and young people. The Select Committee recently carried out
an extensive review of exclusion in Lewisham, consulting widely with parents, young
people, schools, community groups and beyond. Their recommendations, which are
currently under consideration by Mayor and Cabinet, will inform ongoing work to
secure further improvement.
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Question asked by: Julia Webb
Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

Sydenham and Bell Green have seen huge planning breaches left unaddressed; why
have the Mayor, Council and other services failed to support planning enforcement?
Does the Mayor appreciate that Lewisham risks being seen as a soft touch by
unscrupulous developers?
Reply
This Council takes planning breaches very seriously and will not hesitate to take
appropriate action to get developers to comply.

National planning guidance is clear that, in situations where a planning application
may resolve a breach of planning control, the appropriate way forward is for a Local
Authority to accept a planning application ahead of any formal enforcement action.
However, if a planning application is unsuitable or negotiations fail to resolve a clear
breach of planning control that is harming the local area, we will take a prompt and
proportionate response. This includes issuing a planning enforcement notice.
Different departments coordinate the Council’s response to breaches of planning
control. We also recognise the value and contribution of residents who report
potential breaches and other evidence that can inform our action.
The Council’s Planning Enforcement Team is currently proactively dealing with
cases across the borough. Unfortunately, the legislative provisions that we have to
operate within mean the process can take time. The team recently received
additional temporary resources in recognition of the critical role it plays in ensuring
development in the Borough is carried out in responsibly and within the law. A review
of the long-term resourcing of the team is currently underway.
But no one should underestimate the determination of this Council as recently
demonstrated, in Sydenham, with the enforcement action taken on the site of the
Greyhound Pub.
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Question asked by: David Da Silva Pereira
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

What is the council doing about litter on the streets in the Evelyn Ward?
Reply
The streets within Evelyn Ward are swept in line with the frequency currently
implemented borough wide.

All main arterial roads and most secondary roads within Lewisham are swept daily.
Residential roads are currently swept once per week with the exception of two pilot
areas situated outside the Evelyn Ward area.
In addition to this Lewisham has approximately 2000 litter bins across the borough, a
proportion of which are within Evelyn Ward.
Unfortunately the Council do not have the resources to increase this frequency or
deploy additional sweepers into the area.
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Question asked by: Roger Stocker
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

I understand that the much awaited street improvement project in Crofton Park only
scores 66 out of 100 on TfL's Healthy Streets assessment tool. Have councillors,
both ward and cabinet, been working with officers to see if this score can be
increased?
Reply

The Healthy Streets check for this scheme was carried out by an independent
consultant, for the first phase of the works, and this showed improvements over the
existing situation. However, the existing topography, road designation and geometry
limits the scope of the scheme to score very highly: the proposals do not seek to
reduce the traffic volumes, but aim to reduce speeds and influence driver behaviour
through improvements for vulnerable road users.
The scheme has been through several stages of public consultation including local
community and Ward Members and the funding allocation has been approved by
Mayor and Cabinet as part of the annual spending submission.
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Question asked by: Trina Lynskey
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

Is the Mayor aware that planning obligations for developments in the Evelyn Ward contain a
contribution towards consulting and implementing controlled parking? How much funding
has Lewisham council received from Evelyn Ward developments for consulting and
implementing controlled parking over the last 10 years?
1. How much funding is Lewisham Council projected to receive from currently approved
Evelyn Ward developments for consulting and implementing controlled parking?

2. How has Lewisham Council effectively deployed existing contributions from planning
obligations to consult and implement parking controls in the Evelyn Ward?
3. How does the council intend to deploy future funding from planning obligations to
consult an implement parking controls in the Evelyn Ward?
4. The Mayor’s manifesto states that “Tory cuts mean that by 2020 Lewisham’s council
services will have lost £190 million per year”. Can the council provide a list of
Lewisham managed highways and the wards in which they are located where
parking is entirely free of charge?
5. Why has the decision been taken not to raise revenue from these roads?

Reply
Lewisham council has received £203,448 in S106 contribution towards CPZs in Evelyn ward
since 2012. The council does not project future S106 receipts since these are tied to
individual triggers on development sites, and rely on approved planning applications being
implemented by developers.
1. Secured funding of approx. £256k with further potential funding currently confirmed at
£720k
2. CPZ consultations for Evelyn Ward are included in our current approved CPZ
programme for consultation, as required by our current Parking Policy. Boundaries
are currently being determined for a wide area consultation to include all areas
affected by new developments in the area.
3. Future funding will be deployed as part of the CPZ programme for consultation on
new CPZs or for review/consultation or modification of existing CPZs as suitable
depending on the area.
4. You can find all managed CPZs in Lewisham at:
https://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/parking/permits/controlled-parking-zonesand-operating-times
5. The default status for roads in the borough is that they are unrestricted, with no
parking controls. An active decision to charge for parking needs to be made in line
with government regulations and guidance and current Council parking policy. It
should be noted that CPZs are required to be self-funding with any revenue to only
be used for certain transport related reasons.

Roads in Lewisham (that are not private or estate roads) where there are no current
charges for parking
1st May 2019 – this list may still include streets with parking charges that were introduced
after this date.
Due to the way the data was collated, this list may include some streets which are part
in/part out of a CPZ and some duplicate road names where roads have been divided
geographically into north (n) or south (s) segments.

Note that streets may include waiting and loading restrictions (e.g. yellow lines) or non-paid
for parking restrictions such as time limited parking places
This list includes 948 entries.
Abbotshall Road
Ackroyd Road
Adelaide Avenue
Albion Villas Road

Abbotswell Road
Acorn Way
Adolf Street
Albury Street

Abinger Grove
Adam Close
Adolphus Street
Aldermoor Road

Achilles Street
Addington Grove
Alanthus Close
Alexandra Cottages

Allenby Road

Acacia Close
Adamsrill road
Agnew Road
Aldersgrove
Avenue
Allerford Road

Alexandra Street

Alice Thompson
Close
Alverton Street
Amersham Vale
April Glen
Ardgowan Road (n)
Arkindale Road
Ashby Road
Athelney Street
Avondale Road
Balloch Road
Bankside Avenue
Barlborough Street
Batavia Mews
Beachborough
Road
Beech Close

Amberley Grove
Amroth Close
Arabin Road
Ardgowan Road (s)
Arklow Road
Ashdale Road
Auburn Close
Avonley Road
Bamford Road
Barfleur Lane
Barnes Terrace
Batavia Road
Beadnell Road

Amblecote Close
Amyruth Road
Arbuthnot Road
Ardley Close
Arngask Road
Ashgrove Road
Avalon Close
Aylward Road
Bampton Road
Bargery Road
Barnstaple Lane
Battersby Road
Bearstead Rise

Ambleside
Angus Street
Arcus Road
Ardoch Road
Arnulf Street
Ashwater Road
Avignon Road
Baildon Street
Bankfoot Road
Bargrove Crescent
Barriedale
Baudwin Road
Beaulieu Avenue

Beechen Place

Beechfield Road

Beechmont Close

Bell Green
Benbury Close

Bell Green Lane
Benin Street

Bellingham Green
Benson Road

Bentfield Gardens
Bideford Road

Belgravia Gardens
Belmont Park
Close
Berrymans Lane
Billington Road

Berthon Street
Bilsby Grove

Bestwood Street
Birch Grove

Birkhall Road

Biscoe Way

Blackhorse Road

Blashford Street
Bolina Road
Boveney Road
Boyland Road

Blythe Close
Border Road
Bovill Road
Braidwood Road

Blythe Hill Lane
Boundfield Road
Bowerman Avenue
Bramdean Gardens

Blythe Vale
Bousfield Road
Bowmans Lane
Brangbourne Road

Brasted Close
Brindley Street
Brocklehurst Street
Brockley Rise
Bromley Hill
Bryden Close
Burnt Ash Hill (n)
Cadley Terrace
Camlan Road
Carholme Road
Castillon Road
Chalsey Road

Braxfield Road
Britton Close
Brockley Cross
Brockley Road
Bronze Street
Buckthorne Road
Burnt Ash Hill (s)
Callander Road
Camplin Street
Carlton Terrace
Castlands Road
Champion
Crescent
Charminster Road
Childers Street
Church Vale
Clare Road
Cliffview Road
Clyde Vale
Colfe Road

Bishopsthorpe
Road
Blythe Hill
Bosbury Road
Bowditch
Bramdean
Crescent
Breakspears Road
Broadfield Road
Brockley Grove
Brockley View
Brookehowse Road
Burford Road
Burnt Ash Road
Calmont Road
Canal Walk
Carstairs Road
Castleton Road
Champion Road

Bexhill Road
Bird in Hand
Passage
Blacklands Road

Briant Street
Broadmead
Brockley Hall Road
Brockley Way
Broseley Grove
Burghill Road
Bush Road
Cambridge Drive
Canonbie Road
Carston Close
Catford Broadway
Charlecote Grove

Brightling Road
Brockill Crescent
Brockley Park
Brockman Rise
Broxted Road
Burleigh Walk
Butts Road
Cameron Road
Capstone Road
Casella Road
Catford Hill
Charlesfield

Chelford Road
Chilthorne Close
Churchdown
Clarens Street
Clifton Rise
Cobland Road
Collingtree Road

Chelsfield Gardens
Chilton Grove
Churchley Road
Claybridge Road
Clowders Road
Codrington Hill
Collins Square

Cheseman Street
Chingley Close
Cibber Road
Clayhill Crescent
Clyde Street
Coffey Street
Colvin Close

Alpine Road
Amersham Grove
Ansford Road
Ardfillan Road
Arica Road
Arran Road
Aspinall Road
Avon Road
Ballina Street
Bankhurst Road
Baring Close
Bartram Road
Bawtree Road
Beckenham Hill
Road
Beecroft Road
Bellingham Road

Charleville Circus
Childeric Road
Church Rise
Cinderford Way
Cleeve Hill
Clyde Terrace
Cold Blow Lane

Alloa Road

Comerford Road

Comet Street

Como Road

Concorde Way

Coniston Road
Corona Road
Cowden Street
Crantock Road
Croft Street
Crystal Palace Park
Road
Dacca Street
Dallas Road

Coombe Road
Cottesbrook Street
Crane Mead
Creek Road
Crofton Park Road
Culverley Road

Coopers Lane
Cotton Hill
Cranfield Road
Creekside
Crooke Road
Cumberland Place

Copperas Street
Coulgate Street
Cranmore Road
Creeland Grove
Crossfield Street
Cypress Gardens

Dacre Gardens
Dalmain Road

Dacres Road
Dalrymple Road

Dagonet Road
Daneby Road

Darfield Road
De Frene Road
Dennett's Road

Darling Road
Deans Gate Close
Deptford Church
Street
Desvignes Drive
Douglas Way
Dragoon Road

Dartmouth Place
Deloraine Street
Deptford High
Street
Dilhorne Close
Dowanhill Road
Drake Road

Dartmouth Road
Dene Close
Derby Hill

Droitwich Close
Dunkery Road
Ector Road
Edward Tyler Road
Elm Lane
Endwell Road
Evelina Road
Exbury Road
Fairlie Gardens
Farmstead Road
Featherstone
Avenue
Firhill Road
Foreshore
Foxborough
Gardens
Further Green
Road
Garlies Road
Ghent Street
Glenbow Road
Glenwood Road
Goudhurst Road
Greenside Close
Grove Park Road
Haddington Road
Harcourt Road
Harts Lane

Dukesthorpe Road
Dunoon Road
Eddystone Road
Egmont Street
Elmscott Road
Erlanger Road
Evelyn Street
Exeter Way
Fairwyn Road
Farren Road
Fermor Road

Duncombe Hill
Dyneley Road
Edric Road
Elderton Road
Elsiemaud Road
Etta Street
Ewart Road
Exford Gardens
Fambridge Close
Farrow Lane
Ffinch Street

Dundalk Road
Earlsthorpe Road
Edward Place
Elfrida Crescent
ELSINORE ROAD
Eugenia Road
Ewelme Road
Exford Road
Farmcote Road
Faulkner Street
Fieldside Road

Dorking Close
Downham Lane
Dressington
Avenue
Dunfield Road
Ebsworth Street
Edward Street
Eliot Bank
Elvino Road
Evans Road
Ewhurst Road
Fairlawn Park
Farmfield Road
Faversham Road
Finland Road

Firs Close
Forest Hill Road
Foxwell Street

Flimwell Close
Forestholme Close
Fransfield Grove

Fordel Road
Fossil Road
Franthorne Way

Fordmill Road
Foxberry Road
Frendsbury Road

Gable Court

Gables Close

Gabriel Street

Garden Close

Garthorne Road
Gilton Road
Glenfarg Road
Glynde Street
Gramsci Way
Grierson Road
Grove Street
Hafton Road
Haredon Close
Haseltine Road

Gaynesford Road
Girton Road
Glenmere Row
Goodwood Road
Grangemill Road
Grinling Place
Guibal Road
Halifax Street
Harefield Mews
Hassocks Close

Geoffrey Road
Gladiator Street
Glenville Grove
Gosterwood Street
Grassmount
Grove Close
Guyscliffe Road
Hamilton Street
Harland Road
Hatfield Close

Hathway Street
Hazelbank Road
Helder Grove
Hensford Gardens
High Level Drive

Hawkesfield Road
Hazeldon Road
Helvetia Street
Hereford Place
Highclere Street

Hillmore Grove

Hilly Fields
Crescent
Homecroft Road
Horncastle Road
Hoser Avenue
Hurstbourne Road
Inchmery Road
Jerningham Road

Hawkins Way
Headcorn Road
Hengrave Road
Herschell Road
Hildenborough
Gardens
Hither Green Lane

Gellatly Road
Gittens Close
Glensdale Road
Gordonbrock Road
Grangemill Way
Grinstead Road
Gunnell Close
Halley Gardens
Harefield Road
Hatcham Park
Road
Haynes Close
Heather Close
Hennel Close
Hexal Road
Hillbrow Road
Holdenby Road

Holmesley Road

Honor Oak Road
Hornshay Street
Howson Road
Hyde Street
Ivestor Terrace
Jevington Way

Hope Close
Horsmonden Road
Hunsdon Road
Idonia Street
Ivy Road
Jews Walk

Desmond Street
Dorville Road
Downham Way

Holmshaw Close
Horncastle Close
Horton Street
Hurren Close
Ilfracombe Road
Jennifer Road

Honor Oak Park
Horniman Drive
Houston Road
Huxbear Street
Inglemere Road
Jerrard Street

Dixon Road
Downderry Road
Drakefell Road

Conisborough
Crescent
Cordwell Road
Courtrai Road
Cranston Road
Crescent Way
Crutchley Road
Czar Street
Dainford Close
Daneswood
Avenue
Datchet Road
Dennett's Grove
Derby Hill Crescent

Hazel Grove
Heather Road
Henryson Road
Hicks Street
Hillcrest Close

Jodane Street

John Silkin Lane

Julian Tayler Path

Juno Way

Keedonwood Road
Kender Street
Kilgour Road
Kingshurst Road
Kitto Road
Knighton Park
Road
Landmann Way
Lausanne Road

Kelvin Grove
Kent House Road
Killearn Road
Kingsthorpe Road
Knapdale Close
Ladywell Close

Kemble Road
Kerry Path
Kilmorie Road
Kinver Road
Knapmill Road
Lambscroft Avenue

Kemps Gardens
Kerry Road
King Alfred Avenue
Kirkdale
Knapmill Way
Lamerock Road

Kangley Bridge
Road
Kendale Road
Kezia Street
Kingsand Road
Kirtley Road
Kneller Road
Lamerton Street
Laurie Grove
Leafy Oak Road

Leof Crescent
Levendale Road
Lindal Road
Longhill Road
Lowther Hill

Lescombe Close
Leyland Road
Lindo Street
Longshore
Loxton Road

Lubbock Street
Malham Road
Manwood Road
Marvels Close
Meadow Close
Merchiston Road

Lushington Road
Mallory Close
Marbrook Court
Marvels Lane
Meadowview Road
Mercury Way

Larkbere Road
Lawrie Park
Gardens
Lentmead Road
Lethbridge Close
Lincombe Road
Longfield Crescent
Lower Sydenham
Station Approach
Lutwyche Road
Malpas Road
Marler Road
Mary Ann Gardens
Melfield Gardens
Meretone Close

Laurel Grove
Lawrie Park Road

Leewood Close
Lescombe Road
Leylang Road
Liphook Crescent
Longton Avenue

Langton Rise
Lawrie Park
Avenue
Legge Street
Lessing Street
Linchmere Road
Longdown Road
Longton Grove

Luxmore Street
Manor Avenue
Marnock Road
Mayeswood Road
Melrose Close
Merritt Road

Millbank Way
Molesworth Street
Montem Road
Mount Ash Road
Musgrove Road
Nash Road
Newlands Park
Normanton Street
Oak Cottage Close
Oakshade Road
Oldstead Road
Oslac Road
Pagnell Street
Parkcroft Road
Payne Street
Pearfield Road
Pendrell Road
Perry Rise
Pitfold Road
Pomeroy Street
Pragnell Road
Prospect Close

Millmark Grove
Mona Road
Montrose Way
Mount Gardens
Myers Lane
Netherby Road
Newquay Road
Northover
Oakley Drive
Oakview Road
Ommaney Road
Otford Crescent
Palace View
Parkfield Road
Peak Hill
Pelinore Road
Penerley Road
Perry Vale
Plane Street
Pond Road
Prendergast Road
Pump Lane

Minard Road (n)
Montacute Road
Mordred Road
Mountfield Close
Myron Place
Neuchatel Road
Nicholas Court
Nynehead Street
Oakridge Road
Old Bromley Road
Ormanton Road
Overdown Road
Parbury Road
Pattenden Road
Peak Hill Gardens
Penderry Rise
Pepys Road
Pincott Place
Plough Way
Pool Court
Prince Street
Queenswood Road

Railway Grove

Rainsborough
Avenue
Ravensbourne
Road
Reculver Road
Reservoir Road
Riseldine Road
Rojack Road
Rosamond Street
Royal Naval Place
Rutts Terrace
Sandhurst road
Sayes Court Street
Selden Road
Seymour Gardens
Sheenewood

Milton Court Road
Monson Road
Moorside Road
Mountacre Close
Mylis Close
Nettleton Road
Newstead Road
Northwood Road
Oakridge Lane
Octavius Street
Orchid close
Otterden Street
Panmure Road
Pasture Road
Peak Hill Avenue
Penberth Road
Pennington Way
Persant Road
Playgreen Way
Pontefract Road
Priestfield Road
Queensthorpe
Road
Randlesdown Road

Maclean Road
Mantle Road
Maroons Way
Mayow Road
Mendip Close
Milborough
Crescent
Minard Road (s)
Montague Avenue
Moremead Road
Muirkirk Road
Napier Close
New King Street
Niederwald Road
Nyon Grove
Oaksford Avenue
Oldfield Grove
Osberton Road
Oxestalls Road
Park Rise Road
Paxton Road
Pear Close
Pendragon Road
Perry Hill
Pitfold Close
Polsted Road
Porthcawe Road
Princethorpe Road
Radlet Avenue

Rangefield Road

Ratcliffe Close

Ravenscar Road

Rayford Avenue

Reaston Street

Redberry Grove
Revelon Road
Riverview Park
Rokeby Road
Roseveare Road
Rubens Street
Salehurst Road
Sandpit Road
Scarlet Road
Selworthy Road
Shardeloes Road
Sherwin Road

Redfern Road
Riddons Road
Rochdale Way
Rollins Street
Round Hill
Rushford Road
Salisbury Yard
Sanford Street
Scawen Road
Senate Street
Sharratt Street
Shipman Road

Redstart Close
Ridgewell Close
Rockbourne Road
Rolt Street
Roundhay Close
Rutland Park
Samuel Close
Sapphire Road
Sedgehill Road
Senlac Road
Shaw Road
Shroffold Road

Rathfern Road
Recreation Road
Reginald Square
Ringmore Rise
Rocombe Crescent
Ronver Road
Roundtable Road
Rutland Walk
Sandbourne Road
Saxton Close
Sedgeway
Sevenoaks Road
Shaws Cottages

Siddons Road
Silwood Street
South Park
Crescent
Southview Road
St Asaph Road
St Germans Road

Silk Mills Path
Sissinghurst Close
South Road

Silver Close
Sketchley Gardens
Southend Lane

Silverdale
Somerfield Street
Southerngate Way

Silverwood Place
Sorrell Close
Southover

Speedwell Street
St Catherines Drive
St James`s

Spring Hill
St Donatts Road
St Margarets Road

Sprules Road
St Germans Place
St Norbert Green

St Norbert Road

Stanley Street
Staunton Street

Stanstead Road
Sterling Gardens

Springfield Rise
St Fillans Road
St Margarets
Square
Stanton Road
Steve Biko Lane

Stockholm Road
Sunnyside

Stondon Park
Surrey Canal Road

Summerfield Street
Swallands Road

Sunderland Road
Swiftsden Way

Sydenham Hill

Sydenham Park

Sydenham Rise

Talisman Square
Taymount Rise

Tannsfeld Road
Tewkesbury
Avenue
The Meadway
Thornsbeach Road

Sydenham Park
Road
Tarragon Close
Thakeham Close

Sunnydene Street
Sybil Phoenix
Close
Sydenham Road

Tatnell Road
The Gradient

Taylors Lane
The Lawns

The Peak
Thorpewood
Avenue
Torridon Road (s)
Trewsbury Road
Trundleys road
Tyson Road

The Squirrels
Thriffwood

The Woodlands
Thurbarn Road

Tredown Road
Trilby Road
Trundleys Terrace
Undershaw Road

Vancouver Road
Verdant Lane
Vigilant Close
Waldram Park
Road
Walsham Road
Watermead Road
Wentland Road
Westwood Park
Whitefoot Terrace
Willow Way
Winlaton Road
Wittersham Road
Woodlands Street

Vanoc Gardens
Vesta Road
Vulcan Road
Waldram Place

Tressillian Crescent
Trim Street
Tugela Street
Upper Brockley
Road
Vansittart Street
Vestris Road
Vulcan Terrace
Wallbutton Road

Wastdale Road
Waters Road
Westbourne Drive
Whatman Road
Whitfield Road
Wimborne Close
Winn Road
Wood Vale
Woodpecker Road

Water Lane
Watlington Grove
Westdean Avenue
Whitbread Road
Whittell Gardens
Winchfield Road
Winsford Road
Woodbank Road
Woodrush Close

Woodyates Road
(s)
Wrigglesworth
Street

Woolstone Road

Station Approach
Sydenham

The Martins
Thomas Dinwiddy
Road
Thurston Road
Tressillian Road
Tristram Road
Turnham road

Ticehurst Road
Treviso Road
Troutbeck Road
Tyrwhitt Road

Upwood Road
Venner Road
Vevey Street
Wagner Street

Valeswood Road
Ventnor Road
Vian Street
Waite Davies Road

Waller Road
Waterbank Road
Watson`s Street
Westerley Crescent
White Post Street
Wickham Gardens
Windfield Close
Winterbourne Road
Woodcombe
Crescent
Woodstock Court

Walpole Road
Watergate Street
Wells Park Road
Westwood Hill
Whitefoot Lane
Wickham Road
Wingrove Road
Winterstoke Road
Woodham Road

Worsley Bridge
Road
Wynell Road

Wotton Road

Woodyates Road
(n)
Wrenthorpe Road

Yeoman Street

Zampa Road

Woodville Close

Stanton Way
Stillness Road

Wyleu Street
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 47.
Priority 3

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor Bonavia
Question

Can the Council explain why, during June and July 2018, eight payments totalling
£59,339.85 to five arboricultural companies were recorded as Lee Valley Park Levy
in Council Spending over £250 spreadsheets?
Reply

The service area to which the payments in question had an incorrect historic cost
centre description (shown as ‘Lee Valley Park Levy’ in the published reports). This
was noticed and the description was amended by the service team in August 2018, so
that all spend against that service since then has been correctly reported against “Arbs
Service – Community Parks and Open Spaces”.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 48.
Priority 3

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Lori Minini
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

The Council has recently offered a "Greening Fund" open to projects aimed at
improving open green spaces on Council-owned land. Can we have reassurances
that projects submitted for improving open green spaces on Council-owned housing

estates qualify and will be considered for this Greening Fund, in particular as this
was created from Section 106 contributions.
Reply
The Greening Fund was opened on the 24 May 2019, with bids open to the public
until the 23rd June 2019. The public application period for the Greening Fund has
now closed, and the council is in the process of assessing the bids received. As part
of the assessment process the council will be clarifying bids as necessary with
applicants over July, and will be responding in full to all applicants in early August,
including covering the issues raised.
Projects submitted to the Greening Fund for works to Lewisham Homes managed
land (HRA) will not be processed through the current round of the Greening Fund but
our intention is to work closely with Lewisham Homes to establish an appropriate
mechanism to consider those bids over the coming months.
We can however confirm the principle that Lewisham Homes can submit projects for
estates that enable open space improvements to the Section 106 Board for
consideration where they meet the legal obligation.
This is to ensure that a comprehensive, coordinated programme and approach is
taken to public realm and open space projects within the Lewisham Homes estate.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 49.
Priority 3

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Moira Kerrane
Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

Can LBL account for the 90K Section 106 funding awarded to Community Interest
Companies linked to Convoys Wharf S106 agreement with Boris Johnson in 2014?

Reply
The Council has allocated S106 payments to the Lenox Project (£74,190) in 2016
and the Sayes Court Project (£75,000) in 2019. This funding has been made
available in line with the legal obligations within this S106 agreement on Convoys
Wharf. The council is continuing to work with both these groups on these projects.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 50
Priority 3

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Richard Hebditch
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

What papers to the Mayor and/or Cabinet have explicitly mentioned climate change
since the council declared a climate emergency in February, and what decisions by
Mayor and/or Cabinet have explicitly mentioned climate change since the council
declared a climate emergency?
Reply
This information is not held by the Council in the form requested, but all public
reports considered by Mayor and Cabinet in the time period specified are available
on the Council website at the following address:
http://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CId=139&Year=0
The Council’s website also provide updates on the work being done following the
declaration of the climate emergency
https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/environment/environment/energyefficiency/maki
ng-the-borough-carbon-neutral-by-2030-climate-emergency-declaration.
Understanding and addressing the climate change impact across the Council’s
activities will be an important part of the proposed new Lewisham action plan on
climate change.
Any resident who wishes to keep up to date with our climate emergency programme
should join our mailing list https://r1.dotmailer-surveys.com/d7402e3-853umm12
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 51
Priority 3

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Patricia Richardson
Member to reply:

Councillor Slater
Question

The Council agreed to conduct a Feasibility Study on the future of Lewisham Central
Library, as to how development might lead to a better option for the public library
service budget for 2019/20.
Accepting that costs of this report would involve library staff costs were any other
costs run up? Were any consultants used, if so who and what were those
costs? Overall what is the total estimated cost of conducting the study and
producing the report?
Reply
The resources for the work on the feasibility study came from the Planning/
Development site opportunity works and Strategic Assets budget within the
Regeneration and Place Division, which is ring-fenced for such work. None came
from the Library budget.
The consultant firm used for this piece of work is WSP and the cost of the work
undertaken was £49,990.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 52
Priority 3

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Rosalind Huish
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

How many street trees have been planted since May 2018 and how many are
planned for this year?
Reply
The Council puts significant resources into street tree planting. I can confirm that the
Council in partnership with Street Trees for Living planted 245 Street Tees in 2018/19
and we plan to plant a further 235 Street trees in 2019/20.
The council contributes up to £150 per tree, depending on the species. Residents in
the local community come together via Street Trees for Living to donate £270 which
covers the planting and sundries. The residents agree to water the trees as well.
This scheme allows us to increase the number of trees planted each year.
For more information please see:
https://brockleystreettrees.blogspot.com/p/tree-sponsorship.html?m=1
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 53
Priority 4

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Reid

Question
Mayors Manifesto:
Seek funding from The Mayor of London’s £45 million ‘Young Londoners
Fund’ to support youth services that turn children away from crime and
provide early interventions.
Is early intervention mentoring a solution you are looking to implement?
If Yes - Are you currently with local charities in Lewisham who have won awards for
delivering mentoring in Lewisham from the previous Mayor of Lewisham to access
this 'Young Londoners Fund' funding?

Reply
Mentoring is one of a number of key interventions to support young people.
Council Officers, working in partnership with Voluntary Action Lewisham (VAL) have
been working closely with those organisations in Lewisham who have already received
Young Londoners Fund funding and would be very interested to work with and support
any local organisation who wished to apply for this funding in the future. Council
Officers are committed to support any organisation in funding applications which
complement Lewisham public health approach to violence reduction.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 54.
Priority 4

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Julia Webb
Member to reply:

Mayor

Question
Why did Lewisham allow our Lady & St Philip Neri School to move children into a
half-finished, unapproved building, lacking proper documentation? The building does
not conform to specifications, still is not signed off for build quality, and lacks
documentation for asbestos management. Would councillors send their own children
to school on this site?
Reply
The Council takes concerns about children’s health and safety extremely seriously
and has conducted periodic visits to Our Lady & St Philip Neri School since before
the occupation of the new buildings took place. Three different professionals
attended the site on at least 20 occasions over the past year to ensure that the
buildings are safe for use.
I share residents’ frustration that development on the site has not been carried out in
accordance with the approved plans and that a number of planning conditions have
not been complied with. The Council has been urging the applicant to rectify these
outstanding planning issues and the priority now is to ensure it is up to standards.
Planning permission was granted in October 2016 for a three storey school building
including a nursery, a multi-function sports court and a running track. This
permission was to allow the amalgamation of Our Lady & St Philip Neri School’s
infant and junior schools on the site.
Current Government legislation means that it is not a criminal offence to carry out
development without planning permission. It is normal practice to invite a
retrospective planning application to formally establish if the unauthorised
development is compliant with planning policies and guidance, prior to deciding
whether to commence formal enforcement proceedings.
The Planning Enforcement case remains live but the Council has to resolve the
issues first through the planning system, as if it were to take enforcement action it
has to be able to demonstrate that all reasonable steps have been taken first.
However, it remains an option if the current planning application is unsuccessful or if
the outstanding issues are not addressed promptly.
Matters relating to asbestos fall under the remit of the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE). There were two areas of asbestos within demolished buildings on the site (in
the roof tiles and in the boiler room). Documentation from the HSE demonstrates that
the asbestos on site was removed and disposed of safely and should not have had
any impact on pupils, staff or residents.
Specifically, staff from within our capital delivery, structural engineering and health
and safety teams have all attended the site, and have been confident that the pupils
and staff are safe and that appropriate arrangements have been put in place to
mitigate and control any risks associated with the building works.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 55.
Priority 4

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: David Da Silva Pereira
Member to reply:

Mayor
Question

What is happening with regards to the redevelopment of the railway arches on
Silwood Street in the Evelyn Ward?
Reply
The railway arches on Silwood Street sit close to the Bermondsey Dive Under, which
includes new tracks and viaducts that untangle the approaches to London Bridge
station as part of the Thameslink Programme. As a result there are spaces left
between the railway lines, as well as newly created arch spaces.
The area falls between Lewisham and Southwark boroughs. In 2018, the two
boroughs and Network Rail commissioned Lyndon Goode architects to undertake a
feasibility study to assess the land around the new Bermondsey Dive Under and the
development potential of Bermondsey Trading Estate. The study looks at how these
new spaces could be used for commercial and mixed use and how the existing
commercial spaces integrate with the new commercial opportunities, particularly the
existing trading estate. This included the arch units on Silwood Street.
There are two types of arches on Silwood Street. The older arches mainly sit close to
the back of the pavement and the others are at the south eastern end of the row,
which are set back from Silwood Street. The study considered that light industrial
uses would be most appropriate in all of the arches on Silwood Street. The study
also identified a plot for mixed use redevelopment at the southern end of Silwood
Street between the arches and the street.
The land at the southern end of Silwood Street has been sold by Network Rail and
has been the subject of a pre-application submission. It is understood that Network
Rail sold the arches to Telereal Trillium and Blackstone Property Partners who now
manage the arches through a company called The Arch Company. The Council is
seeking to meet with them to discuss the future of the arch units. We intend to
protect the arches as commercial units in the new Local Plan.
We are continuing to speak to Network Rail about the adjacent land, which remains
in their control.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 56.
Priority 4

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Trina Lynskey
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres

Question
Is the Mayor aware that there is space for in excess of 100 parked cars on Childers
Street, Evelyn Ward along the route of Quietway 1? Is the Mayor aware that these
spaces are provided free of charge? Is the Mayor aware that ‘Poppy Court’ and ‘The
Arches’ have paid parking spaces available to their residents? Is the Mayor aware
that Anthology Deptford (258 Residential Units), Vive Living (83 Residential Units)
and ‘Pocket Living’ (44 residential units) were approved as “Car-Free”
developments? How did Lewisham Council arrive at the decision that in excess of
100 free of charge car parking spaces were required on Childers Street? Are the
Mayor and his officers prepared to revisit the provision of free parking on the west
side of Childers Street? Is the Mayor willing to replace free parking provision on the
west side of Childers Street with a dedicated segregated cycle lane to accommodate
the needs of several car free developments in the area and meet his manifesto
commitment to “make cycling safer and more attractive”?
Reply
The Council is aware of the range of provision for parking the Evelyn Ward. The
default status of any road is unrestricted with no charges for parking, unless signs
and road markings have been installed following consultation and implementation of
a Traffic Management Order (TMO).
An active decision to charge for parking needs to be made in line with government
regulations and guidance and also in line current Council parking policy. It should be
noted that CPZs are required to be self-funding with any revenue to only be used for
certain transport related reasons. Council policy is to informally consult with
residents and businesses in an area to determine whether a CPZ will be
implemented. Decisions on whether to introduce paid for parking, such as permit
parking (for example as part of a Controlled Parking Zone) are made under the
provisions of the Lewisham Parking Policy. At this time, no decision has been made
by the Council to formally introduce paid-for parking on Childers Street.
Parking charges on Childers Street may be considered as part of upcoming CPZ
consultations (in line with the policy where supported by contributions from local
developments or following requests received from properties in the area), but there
are no current plans to introduce paid for parking on this road.
Childers Street is not currently suitable for a segregated cycle facility in line with TfLs
Cycle Route Quality Criteria, but we will continue to keep this under review.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 57.
Priority 4

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Cllr Bonavia

Question
Are Councillors given training in how to interrogate and filter results from Council
Spending over £250 spreadsheets so that they can keep an eye on their own
portfolios and/or wards?
Reply
The Council’s monthly third party spending is published online, available as both pdf
and CSV files. The transparency code requires spending of over £500 to be declared.
The Council goes beyond this and publishes all individual spending of over £250. The
CSV file opens in excel and can be interrogated with any spreadsheet, no restrictions
are placed on the datasheet.
The detail published identifies: the supplier, description of service, date and amount
paid. Additional information is not provided to protect supplier’s commercial details
and to avoid the risk of data abuse (e.g. identify theft).
The information does not necessarily allow the reader to identify the specific location
or ward to which spend relates as the primary finance records do not hold this
information. The Council prepares quarterly financial monitoring reports that present
spending by Directorate and Service area, which are aligned to Cabinet portfolios.
A full programme of councillor development is prepared for each municipal year and
any individual training needs identified are considered. Lewisham has a
comprehensive e-learning package that is available to all staff and councillors, and
councillors can access online training on basic and intermediate excel skills.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 58.
Priority 4

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Moira Kerrane
Member to reply:

Mayor

Question
Can the council provide itemised expenditure and evidence of impact on site specific
mitigation of development for Evelyn Ward residents -?
Can the council show tangible evidence that value for money has been achieved for
this allocation of funding?
How will the council reassure Evelyn Ward residents impacted by development that
in future their needs will be prioritised over the lobbied interests of private
companies?
Reply
I am clear that any new development in Lewisham should prioritise the interests and
needs of local communities.
All planning applications that receive planning permission are publically available on
the council’s webpage. The planning permissions and associated application
documents outline the onsite site specific mitigation for each development. A
planning application may be accompanied by a S106 agreement, which outlines any
additional developer obligations associated with each development. These are also
publically available of the council’s website.
As explained in my response to your question 36, the Council’s new NCIL strategy
will put significant sums of CIL funding from developments into the hands of the
community who will have their say on how it is spent. Evelyn ward is particularly set
to benefit from this new process, due to the large number of developments in the
ward and because further funding will be allocated to wards that need it most based
on Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMDs), for which Evelyn ranks highly.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 59.
Priority 4

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Rosalind Huish
Member to reply:

Councillor Dromey

Question
How many living wage employers were there in the borough in May 2018, how many
are there as at July 2019 and what is the target for May 2022?
Reply
We are determined to tackle poverty in Lewisham. Given the long stagnation in wage
growth, and massive cuts to welfare under the Coalition and the Tory Government,
there has been a huge rise in in-work poverty. The majority of people in poverty in
Lewisham are in a household in which someone works.
That’s why we’re so determined to promote the Living Wage.
Along with Islington, we were the joint first Council to become an accredited Living
Wage employers. But with one in four people working in Lewisham being paid below
the Living Wage, we want more employers to do the right thing and pay the Living
Wage.
In our manifesto in 2018, we pledged to double the number of Living Wage employers.
In May 2018, there were 47 Living Wage employers in the borough, so the target for
May 2022 is 94. I’m delighted to say that we have now reached 77 Living Wage
employers. That means that after just one year, we’re nearly two thirds of the way to
our target.
We offer a business rates discount to employers who do the right thing and get
accredited with the Living Wage foundation. So if you want to promote fair pay in
Lewisham, please pass on the word to local employers and encourage them to go
Living Wage.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 60.
Priority 5

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: David Da Silva Pereira
Member to reply:

Mayor

Question
Please could the council confirm if the existing Section 106 bids in the Evelyn Ward
are being submitted by residents who live in the Evelyn Ward?
Reply
The spending of S106 contributions are managed by the Council, who is legally
responsible for spending these in accordance with the purpose for which it was
received and regulatory requirements. Since the council adopted the Community
Infrastructure Levy in 2015, the role of S106 agreements has been scaled back. CIL
is intended to help the Council secure funding to support the delivery of infrastructure
needed to support the development of their area. S106 agreements continue to have
a role to secure site specific impact mitigation, or to ensure the benefits of a
development are delivered, such as for affordable housing.
Mayor and Cabinet recently agreed a process for spending the neighbourhood
portion of CIL (NCIL), and officers are in the process of early engagement with local
communities in anticipation of a formal launch of this process later this year.
Lewisham is the first local authority in the country to devolve NCIL spending to local
communities. There will be a public vote of ward residents on how NCIL funding is
spent on local projects. This innovative new approach will take millions of pounds
away from the Town Hall and into the hands of the community, who will have their
say over how that money is spent.
We are working with local residents and communities in Evelyn ward to identify
community priorities. The Council worked with the community to decide their local
priorities at a round table café conversation which took place at Evelyn Assembly on
28th March 2017, and the Council opened a rolling programme of bids for available
S106 funds. Councillors were involved in this event, and the subsequent assembly
meetings. The overview of the available funding in each of the categories together
with the process for application was outlined in a report that was made available to
residents at the Assembly. The community also considered feedback from the Pepys
50th anniversary event, which was presented to the Assembly for further discussion
as part of the consultation. The results of the round table were presented at the
Evelyn Assembly, and all information on the pilot was made available on the Evelyn
Assembly website. The Assembly also identified a list of priorities which was
subsequently published on the website. The council continues to implemented
projects through S106 in the local area in collaboration with local communities.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 61.
Priority 5

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Trina Lynskey
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres

Question
Is the Mayor aware that The London Borough of Lewisham has awarded FM
Conway a £6m 2-year contract for highways resurfacing services across the
borough?
Lewisham parking operations revenue for a single year 2016/2017 is £5.4m
(Lewisham Council returns to DCLG). Is the mayor aware that the Evelyn Ward has
the lowest level of car ownership in Lewisham?
Can the Mayor explain why pavement improvements have not been included in
recent highway improvements in the Evelyn Ward particularly on routes away from
main roads? Why has the mayor prioritised high quality new roads and free parking
for the few car users over the needs of the many pedestrians in the Evelyn Ward?
Will the Mayor commit to improve pavements alongside all future highway upgrades
and revisit neglected pavements on previously improved roads to meet his manifesto
commitment that “all Lewisham children will be encouraged to walk, cycle and scoot
to school away from main roads” and “make it easier to get around our borough”?
Reply
The Mayor and Cabinet awarded the contract for carriageway resurfacing to F M
Conway and this followed an open tender that was evaluated using Lewisham
Procurement Guidance.
The roads that are resurfaced under this contract are prioritised to ensure that those
in the worst condition have the highest priority. Since 2014 our records show that we
have resurfaced 20 roads in the Evelyn Ward.
Historically the number of roads that are resurfaced exceeds that for new footway
works, however the priority for the future is to deliver more footway works than the
current programme.
The footway programme, again, is predominantly based on those in the worst
condition plus any that can be funded through new developments.
A number of footways in the Evelyn Ward were reconstructed in the last few years
including; Wotton Rd, Deptford High St, Edward Street, Childers St and Arklow Rd.
Further major footway works are planned in; Edward St, Amersham Grove,
Amersham Road, Grove St and Evelyn St and all these are to be funded from
various sources.
In addition there are major highway works planned as part of the Deptford Parks
Liveable Neighbourhoods Programme, which should be commencing on site from
next year.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 62.
Priority 5

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor

Question
Can the Council advise whether the main contractors for the Beckenham Place Park
project pay the Living Wage to all operatives?
Reply
The main contractors for the Beckenham Place Park project pay the living wage to
all operatives.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 63.
Priority 5

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Rosalind Huish
Member to reply:

Councillor Barnham

Question
Please provide the % of Lewisham children currently attending secondary schools
out of the borough.

Reply
Fantastic work goes on in our schools, and I am really pleased to see the progress
that has been made in recent years, for example in GCSE results. We are clear that
we want all our schools to be schools of choice for Lewisham parents, including our
secondary schools. To this end, we secured £750k of DfE funding to support
Lewisham Secondary Challenge – and our results and Ofsted ratings are both on an
upward trajectory. But it is clear that reputation can often lag behind reality, and I
recognise that the popularity of a minority of our secondary schools in Lewisham
continues to be a challenge. Accordingly, last year we carried out a campaign to
encourage local parents to visit Lewisham secondary schools and see for
themselves the great education on offer. That resulted in a 10% increase in first
choices for Lewisham schools.
Nevertheless, we want to encourage more local parents to opt for schools within the
borough. When people choose a school elsewhere, it is sometimes a matter of
geography – for many parents in the Blackheath area, Greenwich schools are closer.
But there is also a perception issue – this year’s secondary school booklet contains
an important ‘myth busting’ section – and encourages parents to see for themselves.
Once a child transfers out of the borough, their attendance and school placement is
no longer recorded or updated on our school admissions system – this is the same
across London. It is therefore not possible to provide the % of children attending
secondary schools out of the borough from the admissions data held by Lewisham’s
Admissions Team.
As of 16 July 2019 there were 3545 Lewisham children in Year 6 eligible to transfer
to secondary school. Of these, 1117 have secured a place out of the borough for
their secondary education. This data does not include those children with special
educational needs and in receipt of an Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP).
Against that, according to the summer term census 2019 there were 1657 children
living outside the borough who attended a Lewisham secondary school across Years
7-11.
Mobility is very high in London generally, and children and parents are of course
entitled to make choices that suit them, but the level of exports is too high in
Lewisham, hence the focus on improving and promoting our schools.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 64.
Priority 5

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Barnham
Question

In the Mayors manifesto it states:
“Giving children and young people the best start in life…Working with parents and
schools to reduce exclusions as they impact disproportionately on black pupils.”
Lewisham has a high proportion of BAME children. Please can you advise what the
budget assigned is to address "Working with parents and schools to reduce
exclusions as they impact disproportionately on black pupils”?
Reply
I have outlined the extensive work currently being undertaken to reduce exclusion in
Lewisham - and the encouraging progress that has been made - in the response to
Question 8, also submitted by you.
While permanent exclusions have been reducing, there remains an issue of
disproportionate impact on some groups. We are determined to tackle this. Work to
reduce exclusion and address disproportionality is funded via several different
council budgets and directly by schools themselves. In addition, collectively the
schools allocate funding to prevention of exclusion through the Schools Forum.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 65.
Priority 6

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Trina Lynskey
Member to reply:

Councillor Dacres
Question

How many on-street bicycle storage spaces have been provided on Lewisham
Council managed highways in the Evelyn Ward to meet the manifesto commitment
to “provide secure cycle storage in every neighbourhood” and much does it cost to
park a bicycle in a Lewisham Council provided and maintained cycle parking space?
How much does it cost to park a private motor vehicle in a Lewisham Council
provided and maintained car parking space in the Evelyn Ward? Are you confident
that parking charges for on-street motor vehicle parking and bicycle storage spaces
in the Evelyn Ward are fair and proportionate to the respective impact of these
vehicles have on our environment, highways and road safety?
Reply
Evelyn Ward has the second highest number of bike hangers allocated to a single
area out of all the Lewisham wards (See list below). The costs vary from £26-£60 per
year however the borough will be conducting a pricing review at the end of the 19/20
financial year to ensure the current pricing is appropriate to the area and its related
demographics.
Evelyn – 14
New Cross – 9
Telegraph Hill – 17
Brockley – 13
Ladywell – 6
Blackheath – 2
Lewisham Central – 3
Lee Green – 2
Crofton Park – 4
Forest Hill – 2
Sydenham – 3
Bellingham – 1
Grove Park – 1
Regarding private vehicle pricing, the full schedule of the cost of parking is set out on
the Council’s website at:
https://lewisham.gov.uk/en/myservices/parking
The standard hourly charge for parking in a car park is £1.40 but local arrangements
apply in some cases (for example, maximum stays and free periods).
A the standard resident parking permit cost for those living in a controlled parking
zone and entitled to purchase a permit is £120.
The Council introduced these charges in 2013/14 following a comprehensive public
consultation. The Council is currently conducting a new public consultation on
updates to the parking policy which includes a move to emissions based permit
charging to help improve air quality and increased parking charges. The latest
consultation can be found at:
https://consultation.lewisham.gov.uk/public-services/new-parking-policy/
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 66.
Priority 6

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

Given that the Council has not found a way for park users to use the lake at
Beckenham Place Park with their dogs, would they consider emulating Saltdean
Lido’s initiative of having two “dog day” swim weekends in September, or another
warm month, each year?
Reply
During the first years of operation we are focussed on establishing good lake
ecology. This will rely on the new marginal planting becoming well established so
that it can draw excess nutrients form the water. The new planting is fragile and quite
susceptible to damage which is one of the reasons why we are asking owners to
keep their dogs out of the lake.
We will continue to consult with residents to ensure our priority of making the park
accessible for all.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 67.
Priority 6

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas

Member to reply:

Councillor Barnham
Question

In the Mayors manifesto it states:
“Giving children and young people the best start in life…Working with parents and
schools to reduce exclusions as they impact disproportionately on black pupils.”
Is there an Equality duty for the council to ensure Lewisham borough existing youth
services are reaching/reflect the diverse population of the communities it serves?
Do you audit Lewisham commissioned youth services to ensure beneficiaries
ethnically reflect the borough youth make up? If yes where are the audit results?

Reply
I have outlined the extensive work currently being undertaken to reduce exclusion in
Lewisham - and the encouraging progress that has been made - in the response to
Question 8, also submitted by you.
Youth First provides regular equalities monitoring data and this is shown below.
Some headlines worth noting include:





More males access Youth First services than females. This is typical of
youth services nationally.
8-15 year olds access Youth First provision the most.
There has been a welcome increase in attendance across all age
ranges
Black African/ Black Caribbean/Black British are the ethnic groups most
likely to be using youth provision. Take up has more than doubled, with
greatest benefit to those groups.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 68.
Priority 7

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

A notice in Beckenham Place Park refers to getting the aeration system going and
awaiting water quality tests. Please advise how that aeration system works and
where the public can view water quality testing results
Reply
The aeration system in Beckenham Place Park’s lake is comprised of a system of air
diffusers which sit at the bottom of the lake. Air is pumped through these diffusers
and this increases the oxygen content of the water body and reduces temperature
stratification, this has a number of benefits for lake ecology.
Water quality test results will be available from the water sports provider and will also
be posted on the lake notice board.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 69.
Priority 7

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor De Ryk

Question
Regarding Lewisham Council Graduate programme having no BAME participants in the last
3 years. Please can you give an update on, who owns, and when will the Lewisham Council
Graduate programme restart?

Reply
The National Graduate Development Programme is run by the Local Government
Association (LGA). Lewisham Council took part in it for many years but have stopped
taking any new candidates from 2019 due to central governments cuts and because
the candidates presented to us from this national program were not reflective of the
borough’s diversity. For the last three recorded years the BAME makeup of the LGA
Graduate program nationally has only been 11%, 12% and 22%.
In the years, 2016/17 – 2017/18 there were no BAME graduates on the programme
due to none being submitted to Lewisham by the LGA. We had raised this issue with
the LGA on several occasions, requesting that we wished to choose from candidates
that reflected our borough’s diversity.
There are no current plans to take part in the National Graduate Development
Programme. We are instead focussing on bringing in entry-level apprentices who live
in the borough through our Mayor’s Apprenticeship Scheme. We are also procuring
diploma and degree level training for existing staff.
The graduate program came under the Organisational Development and Human
Resources division.
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Priority 8

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

How will the Council facilitate swimming for wheelchair users in Beckenham Place
Park?
Reply
We will continue to work with local stakeholders and disability forums to ensure that
the park is accessible to all. Disabled swimmers and paddlers can discuss their
needs with the lake operators prior to booking, access arrangements can then be
tailored to an individual’s disability.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 71
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LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
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Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Barnham
Question

In the Mayors manifesto it states:
“Giving children and young people the best start in life…Working with parents and
schools to reduce exclusions as they impact disproportionately on black pupils.”
What is the high level plan and timeline to deliver the above?
Is there an audit that takes place to ensure existing youth services are delivered are
in line with the diversity of the Lewisham borough?

Reply

I have outlined the extensive work currently being undertaken to reduce exclusion in
Lewisham - and the encouraging progress that has been made - in the response to
Question 8, also submitted by you.
My answer to your earlier question (number 67) dealt with the data on Youth Service
take-up.
As for plans to deliver further progress in tackling exclusions, the 2019 Children and
Young People Select Committee in-depth Review has made a series of
recommendations, which Mayor and cabinet will consider early in the Autumn. This
will inform further work to reduce exclusions and to address issues of
disproportionality for black pupils. The committee consulted extensively with parents,
particularly from black community groups, and the report will include
recommendations for working with parents which will inform work going forward.
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LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

How will the Council facilitate swimming in Beckenham Place Park for Lewisham
residents who cannot afford the charges, such as those on benefit, given that the
public was given to understand that all of the parkland should be free for use for
everyone (other than occasional licensed ticketed events).
Reply
Access to the lake for paddling up to a depth of 1.2 metres under adult supervision is
available free of charge. For those wishing to swim in the lifeguarded swim area the
charge is £3 for adults and £2 for concessions. The fees derived from swimming and
paddle sports support the provision of a lifeguard service over the summer months.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 73
Priority 9

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Reid

Question
I'm concerned about the introduction of Knife wands/arches in Lewisham secondary
school as result of youth violence issues.
Please can you list which Lewisham schools have knife wands/arches?
Reply
As part of the Mayor of London’s Knife Crime Strategy, the Mayor’s Office for Policing
and Crime (MOPAC) has written to all schools in London offering the use of knife
wands. Schools can request a knife wand through their Safer Schools Officer or by
contacting their local Safer Neighbourhoods Team.
You requested a list of schools who have been given a 'knife wand' under the London
mayor's scheme. The London Mayor’s office state that this information is exempt from
disclosure under Section 31 of the FOI Act – Prejudice to Law Enforcement, which
refers to information held for the purpose of criminal investigations. Section 31 is a
prejudiced based exemption and is therefore subject to the public interest test. If a list
of schools issued with knife wands were released, there is a very real risk that those
who carry knives into school premises would know which schools had knife wands
and would therefore hide knives close to the school while the wands are in use, putting
the local community at risk and resulting in the knife not being seized by school staff
or police officers. This represents a serious and real prejudice to the prevention and
detection of crime and the protection of communities.
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LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

Please confirm that memorial benches currently stacked (as at date of submission of
this question i.e. 8th July 2019) in the area of the new children’s play area in
Beckenham Place Park will be relocated on the parkland.
Reply
We will repositions these memorial benches around the park.
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PUBLIC QUESTION NO 75.
Priority 10

LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
COUNCIL MEETING
24 JULY 2019

Question asked by: Leila Thomas
Member to reply:

Councillor Barnham

Question
Can you advise early intervention programs are in place for youth at risk of
secondary school exclusion?
If none, please can you advise what the council has planned to introduce early
intervention
Are the above points priority issues to be addressed by Children and Young
People? Please can you advise what programs Children and Young People have
put in place to tackle below three issues and what outcomes can we expect over the
next six months. Please can you also detail what programmes are in place?
1 Secondary school GCSE results
2 Secondary school Exclusions
3 Youth Violence
Reply
On the issue of exclusions, I have outlined the extensive work currently being
undertaken to reduce exclusion in Lewisham - and the encouraging progress that
has been made - in the response to Question 8, also submitted by you.
As for GCSEs, our 2018 manifesto outlines our determination to continue working
with our secondary schools, so that they are all rated good or outstanding by Ofsted
and improve outcomes at GCSE for Lewisham’s young people.
Lewisham Secondary Challenge is the partnership approach through which our
schools are working together to improve teaching and learning across all our
schools. The Secondary Challenge is providing a comprehensive range of support to
schools:


The annual peer review programme between Lewisham secondary schools



The role of Challenge Advisors in the school who are identified as needing
more support



The roles of consultants / subject directors in Maths, English and Science



Key subject networks in particular Maths, English and Science



The offer of places on the Improving Teacher and Outstanding Teacher
Programmes for classroom practitioners



Leadership programmes to support the development of Middle Leaders



Access to the regular breakfast briefings for senior leaders



Subscription to Fisher Family Trust data website (enabling detailed data
comparisons and in-depth analysis)



Coordination of data sharing at the start of the year with fuller data profiles
shared once all data is available, including analysis at LA, school and subject
level

The challenge offers a bespoke and tailored programme drawn from the list above
alongside other school improvement activity the school might be engaged in.
There remains plenty to do, but I am pleased that since this programme began in
2016 we have seen an improvement in the Ofsted gradings of our secondary
schools, reducing permanent exclusions and improved school attendance alongside
the improvements in our GCSE attainment.
For Lewisham’s 16 year olds, there was improvement in 2018 for most Key Stage 4
indicators. Lewisham improved at a higher rate than national for every indicator,
reducing the gap to national. For example, 61% of pupils achieved 9-4 in English and
maths at KS4, a 2% point increase from last year, whereas nationally there was no
increase from 2017.
The Secondary Challenge Board recently commissioned an external review of the
current programme to identify what is working best in terms of impact on the quality
of learning and teaching and pupil outcomes. The outcomes of this review are now
being used to finalise the design of the 2019/20 programme of support and challenge
to secondary schools to ensure that we continue on the road to improvement.
As for the issue of violence and young people, it is sadly the case that communities
across London have seen a rise in serious youth violence and knife crime. This is a
concern that we share in Lewisham, and one we are strongly committed to tackling.
Exposure to violence has significant, long-lasting effects on our young people,
families and the wider community. There are a number of things in place in relation
to youth violence, mostly outlined in our Public Health approach to violence reduction
report, which can be found on the Lewisham Council website at:
https://lewisham.gov.uk/inmyarea/publicsafety/our-public-health-approach-toreducing-violence
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Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor

Question
In an email dated 25th June 2019 the Council confirmed that the Planning Team had
indicated that the applicant for the development of Beckenham Place Park was in
breach of at least one of the planning conditions set out in the letter of 20th October
2017 i.e. Permission for Development Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) i.e. paragraph 23 requires a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan
conforming to British Standard Chapter 11 (BS 42020:2013 - Biodiversity code of
practice for planning and development”) within 6 months of excavation of the
proposed lake/wetland. Please confirm that all other of the 28 conditions have been
complied with, or an application received for them to be discharged, in particular
those relating to 21 electric car charging points, 26 dry cycle parking, drawings and
specifications for parking controls/waiting restrictions on Beckenham Hill Road and a
parking management plan.
Reply
Of conditions requiring details to be approved, the details have either been submitted
for approval or approved for all but three conditions imposed on the original planning
permission. These conditions relate to noise/odour/fume mitigation, the provision of
electric vehicle charging points, and a landscape and ecological management plan
for the lake. Planning Officers are in regular dialogue with the Council’s
Regeneration team and are confident that all outstanding matters will be positively
resolved. For the cycle parking space a non-material amendment was approved,
based on staff numbers and review mechanisms in the Travel Plan to monitor cycle
numbers to the park and provide further dry spaces to match demand.
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Question asked by: Carole Hope
Member to reply:

Councillor McGeevor
Question

Where in the planning permission for Beckenham Place Park is it recorded that the
mound need no longer have a gradual circular walkway to the top, but has steep
vertical steps instead, and that a sandy beach was approved for the lake.
Reply
Contamination discovered whilst recreating the lake meant that there was insufficient
material of an acceptable standard to construct the mound at the scale originally
intended. The circular path originally planned was not practical on the smaller
structure.
Once the lake’s water level is full it will no longer have what currently looks like a
sandy beach. The gradual sloping shelf for paddling and access to the lake is the
only part of the lake not lined with sub soil. The use of sand means that the public
can access the lake without getting too muddy and helps to ensure that there is less
suspended sediment in the lake water.
Officers are engaged with the planning service regarding this change to the design of
the mounded garden.

